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VOL. XVI -NO.

HOLLAND,

11.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Term*

MICH.,

LOCAL ITEMS.

Subscription

of

The main-spring of time— March, April
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
and May.
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
The Germania House

is

for

SATURDAY, APRIL

16, 1887.

WHOLE

The admissionto the entertainmentto
Next Tuesday evening, April 19, a
be given by the Episcopal Church Choir public lecture will be delivered In this
next Friday evening will be 25 cents; place, in the basement of the First ReChildren 15 cents. Reserved seats at formed Church, under the auspicesof
Breyman's on Thursday without extra
TheologicalSeminary, by Rev. P.

lads and

NO.

mUaes. The merits of

764.

this en-

tertainment, and the object for which

it

is

given, should insure a crowded house.

Last Sunday, Easter, was a perfect day

See charge.

rent.

Moerdyke,of Grand Rapids. Subject: and most appropriate for the Easter seaHates of advertisingmade known on application.
"Business Locals.”
Yearly advertisers nave the privilege of three
son. The sky was cloudless, the sun ws»
"Preparationin Preaching.” The lecture
changes.
The
militia company were out on
bright and very warm ' and nature
Bnsintss Cards In City Directory, not over three
will begin at 7:30. All are cordially InVarious sorts of grass may be eaten
Eighth street last Monday evening and
ines, S3 per annum.
awakened from Its winter’s sleep. All
vited.
Notices of Births,Marriages, and Deaths pub- now just for greens.
went through the tactics in a masterly
were bright and glad and the churches
lished without charge for subscribers.
HF*AII advertising bills collectableQuarterly.

MONEY

Cleanino yards has boon the

tuck, called on the

News

last

it

the sea-

If

the

you desire to contract for Ice during

summer

see G. P.

Hummer

at once.

best paints,oils, brushes,

passes fiction.

Martins, the birds which never arrive
until

Alba Heywood, the Impersonator who
has visitedHolland several times during

and

like

him.
which he

summer, were seen here this week.

Money

Call

is

an unloaded pistol at any time during the

and save money by purchasing of

advertisement in to-day’s paper which

We

month.

we

members of

Chapter, 0. E.

8.,

G*

K°H®n. and Mrs. W. B. GIUmore, consisting of songs and recitations.
Prof#

—

The —
children were happy and
In meir
their
uuu in
Pleasantest mood and the vast congregaN00. which filled every part of the church,
wero inspired with thoughtsof the oect’
8i°n and were pleased and entertainedby

and are 1Illle °nes. The annual collection for
cannot missions was announcedby classes, and
Michigan.Call at amounted In all to $114.04.

the Star of Bethlehem carefullyselected stock of goods

that a meeting of that sellingthem rapidly at prices that

For Boiled Oil,
Society will be held In Masonic Hall on be beat In this part of
chine Oil; White Lead, strictly pure, in evening.
next Thursday evening. A full attend- their store, two doors east of the
any quantity, and at the lowest possible
ance is requested.
postofflee, and be assured of gentlemanly
prices, call at the Drug Store of
We return thanks to the Secretary of
treatment and of good bargains.
Dr. W. Van Pdtten.
State for a copy of the Michigan Manual
w
%
The attention of our lady readers is
for 1887.
For a good selectionof fine Dress Goods
directed to the column of "Business
The Art Exhibition at the store of
and embroideredDress Patterns go to
Don’t forget the entertainmentgiven Locals” in this issue. Mr. D. Bertsch has Moyer, Brouwer & Co. this week was

-

present

1

1

1

11-tf.

D. Bertscr's.

Arbor Day.

r
r

mencetT

An

sewing machine can be made to produce.

Several important rumors effecting The lady operator, Miss Jennie Squire, of
the managementof the Chicago and West
Chicago, HI., displayed to all spectators
Michigan R’y were afloat last Thursday.

^

Soutrr, Holland Nursery.
Holland, Mich., April 12, 1880. ll-2t.
II.

Auction Sale.

—

-

The Rev. Mr.

Ayers held regular Enter

Service at Whitehall, in consequence of

which the Easter Service of Grace Episcopal Church of ibis place was postponed

and

will be held at

Lyceum Opera House,

by the choir of the EpiscopalChurch next something to say there that will Interest visited by a large number of the ladies of Sunday morning and evening, April 17.
you and it is about his stock of dress Holland and all wero unanimous in their The following fine musical program has
Friday evening.
goods, parasols,etc.
praises of the wonderful work which a been prepared and will be rendered oa

Parties desiring anything in the line of
Life insurance is an institution that
Shade or Ornamental Trees or Fruit
Trees, Shrubs, Vines, etc., for Arbor Day. keeps a man poor during life in order
April 25, can get them of Geo. H. Boutor
that he may die rich.
at reasonable prices, nothing but first-class
stock delivered. I will also have all
E. F. Sutton advertises an auction sale
kinds of green house plants after May 1st.
Orders by mail will. receive prompt atten- of a lot of property on Saturday, April 80.
tion.
See "Business Locals."

Geo.

lavishly

are requested to call the attention ask all to peruse. They have a large and lll# cheerful and pretty songs sung by tho

of the

D. Bertsch's.

Our city readers will not forget the
Linseed Oil and Ma- church social at Mrs. Boone’s Friday

11-tf.

were

prices. un(3er
dlrecti°n of the
Superintendent,
selling at the lowest prices.
------ lhe
--------»uo wujjtjuuieuueni.

11-tf.

11-tf.

P«oplo and sweet odors-—

the Pa8tor8™Hvered sermons appropriateto
W. the occa8,on in the morning. In the
the cven‘ng Hope Church the Sundiy
goods, Scll00i 8ave a special Easter service,

Mr. D. Bchram, of the Grand Rapids
—
By buying Brushes, of all kinds and quali- De Standaard, y\s\le0iHolland last Wednes- ‘he past few years, is making arrangeThe large dealers in Ready-made
ments with Manager Bird for another apties, from a tooth brush to a kalsomlne day.
brush, at the store of
pearance here at the Opera House some Clothing and Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
Dr. W. Van Pdtten.
Messrs. Jonkman & Dykema, have an
An April foul— the man who plays with time this month.
Just received a large stock of Gloves of
all prices and styles at

were

News, is soon to resume house-keep- homes, we would direct attention to
ing with one of Holland’s blooming maid- "BusinessLocals," In this issue, of Dr.
ens as his bride. Truth sometimes sur- Van Putten who has a large stock of
the

Office Lovett’s Block, opp. Sweet’s Hotel,

Save Your

Spring has arrived and with

son for house cleaning and painting. To for mo8t of llie churches

Monday.

Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Agent.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

are sorry to learn that

This time rumor has it that a reverend those who are contemplating painting l^ecorn,c^ wRh ferns, evergreens and
Editor Fred Wade and wife, of Baugawidower, known to many of the readers of their new house, or re-pslntlngtheir exollc* most infinite variety. The

In sums to suit on productive Real Estate.

PROVIN,

manner. We

since then they have disbanded.

with the people this week.

TO LOAN.

L. 8.

order

iM^'wedn^fa

^

auction sale of the following chatheld on Saturday, April 80,
Mrs. MoNabb was the fortunate lady
1887, at one o’clock in the afternoon: who drew the prize at the Keane enter1 ice box, l, bar; 1 back bar, 1 atove,
tainment last Saturday evening.
2 pool tables, 2 chandleliers,9 pictures,1
bar glass, 1 set of bar screens, bar bottles,
The street sprinkler made its first apjugs, 1 ice cooler, liquors and wines, 4
tables, bar chairs, 9 arm chairs, beer, pearance this season on last Thursday
wine and whiskey bottles, liquor kegs and morning. It was greatly needed.
barrels, 1 clock, beer and whiskey glasses,
llqupr measures, and several articles too
The Street Commissioner has been
numerous to mention. All purchases of
cleaning the gutters of the principal
ties will be

$5 or under cash; over $5 six months

One

of

them was

to the eflect that Geo. C.

Kimball would take charge of the road
on the 1st of

May

next.

to

do

..............................
Millard Bo.V.

in the

..............................
Dank. No.

J"'"

"Firf.d:”—Students from their board-

buildings, fix up your fences, and beautify

your town and present a standing invitation to outsiders to

come and

invest.

question which is bothering the

News man at

1

.

.............................Dank. No. 8.
T“ Dom” ..............................
........

present is: Will a daily,

ing house. Cause: too

much

...............................
Chan”:

..........................
.................

discussion of

the ProhibitionAmendment;theological students obliged to store their books

.

Rlmbanlt.

..... Barr.lt No.

».

:orl*'VJl ...............................
Barrett.
n'ra"e!l ..................
VII m Q SIRVIOI,

Carey.

in a neighboring barn; happy denoue-

Processional "This Is the day" ............. Bndd<

ment and sheltergiven by friends of tho

°loia .............................
Millard No. *'

cause. This exciting little "drama in

01or,a

real life”

was enacted in

this city last

................................
Danks No. 2.
Gloria, Festival ...........................
Barrett.
CantateDomino ...........................
......

Danks.
week and ambitious young candidatesfor Dens Mlsercatnr ...........................

of Holland City
From Palestrina.
the ministry have their first lesson in the JJymn 103 .......................
and the resorts, Macatawa Park and Otdangers and inconveniencesarising from Hymn112 ..................................
tawa Beach, receive enough support to
"having the courage of their convictions"
The Opening of a New Factory.
warrant the venture. We await an answer.
published in the interest

.......

and

streets of the city the past few days.

credit with good security.
E. F. Sutton.
G. J. Haverkate, Auctioneer.

Christ oar Passorer. (Easter Anthem)... .Millard.

way of fancy 0™‘
work and tho sewing was simply ®°?*

could be made
needle

Processional— "Incline thlno car.” ......... j0no».

New Home Sewing Machine

wonderful.

br«co up. Open
up and clear out the streets, paint your

The

what the

this occasion:
MORNING stanosi

in being bold in expressing

them.

Last Alonday morning tho new Sash,
Doors,
and Blinds Factory and Planing
eleven o’clock,

r Last Tuesday morning Mrs. A. M. Bur-

The Schooner Wonder which was gess died after a two years’ illness of can- \ Last Saturday night at
loaded here this week baa departed for, cer. Mrs. Burgess has been a great suf- aA alarm of fire was sounded and it struck Mill of Mr. Jas. Huntley, on River street,
was started up for the first season’s work.
Property Owners and Housekeep- Milwaukee, the place of destination.
ferer and death was undoubtedly wel nmny a citizen with grave fears as to the
It has been christenedthe Acme Planing
ers are You Going to Paint
r/sult as a high wind prevailed.The city
Hope Church Sunday School no corned by her as a relief. The funeral oc/>eing
without an organized fire depart- Mill. Tho News man made a call at the
Your premisesthis Spring? if so, why
curred on Thursday afternoon in Hope
numbers twenty-eight classes with a totjl
we want to tell you that you can save
ment, the delay in getting the apparatus factory and was surprised at the evidence
Church.
of taste in the arrangement of the mamoney by buying Masury's Liquid enrollment of three hundred and fifteen.
to the scene, which would of necessity re
Colors, the best paints in world withchinery and with the activityso early disSupervisor Van Duren is making his ~ Mr. Jos. Fixter, of Milwaukee, wos in suit from not having a department, added
out a doubt. They are not chemical mixplayed on the part of tho proprietor and his
tures but on the contrary, are pure Lin- annual rounds of the city looking after Holland this week attending to his large materiallyto the fears of many. The
employes. Mr. Huntley can justly pride
seed OH Paints and we can assure all who dogs and mortgages as his special prey.
business interests here. The stave factory alarm, however, was caused by an incipcontemplate paintingthat belter results
himself
on having as complete and as
of which he is the proprietor,has been ient fire at the residence of Prof. J. J.
can be obtained through the use of these
nicely
an
arranged factory and Planing
Mr. Harry Verbeek, book-keeper for running for the past month to its fullca Anderson, on River street, and was speedcolors than by the use of any liquid color
Mill
as
there
is in this section. Tho first
ever before offered, undm- whatevername. Spronl & McGurrin, of Grand Rapids, pacity and will bo kept running during ily extinguished by persons who were
floor is admirablyfitted for tho planing,
They can only be found in Holland at the called on his many friends here this week. the balance of the season.
promptly on hand to render assistance.
Drug Store of
dressing and matching ©f lumber and for
Lovers of piscatorialsport are looking
Dr. W. Van Putten.
Mrs. Geo. P. Hummer, the favorite «The effect of the inter-statecommerce general turning work. The front part of
anxiously forward to the time when they
the first floor is used as an office and show
Come and see the best assortment of can catch the festive bass and muskal- soprano, will sing the poem-storyof "The bill has been very bad for one of Allegan’s
room in which to display all work and
Industries,
and
that
is
brick
making.
Mr.
Parasols in the City at
MistletoeBough” at the church choir
longe.
*
will
also
be used as a shipping room. The
D. Bertscr’s.
Will
Howe
Informs
us
that
tho
freight
..... .......
entertainment next Friday evening. It Is

,

11-tf.

11-tf.

mo

The business bouses of the city are hoped that Mrs. Hummer will also favor tariff on brick between our village and bol,er aDd enK,ne room 18 at the rear of
best
____
decorating
their premiseswith artistic, the audiencewith a vocal solo in the con- Otsego has been raised from 71 cents to lbe 018,11 MWIng. The floor of the first
preparations for your walls, for saie at the
$1.40 per 1000. This increasein rates 8tory ,8 of Portlandcement and was laid
Drug Store of
and in many instances pretty signs, the cert part of the programme.
Anti-KalsomlneAlbastlne, the

11-tf.

Dr. W. Van Putten.

necessitates his cancelling the contract at

work of sign painter Brewer.

Our

Ice.
Leave your orders

J. H. Nibbelink, proprietorof the

for ice for the season

attention has been called to the

fact that

ll-6w--

to

^

For * goodMuttmeitofSprlDiJicketi
with Hoods go
11-tf.
D. Bertsch’s. ' J[lve wllh not

'

$00. On

this floor are sever-

Democrat. The malcblng and dressing of lumber besidea
trees about at that place.—
need of trimming. ultimate effect of this bill will be to drive taniimnnacbinery. The second story f»
are properly trimmed all manufacturingindustriesto lake ports dev°lcd entirelyto finishing work and on

much

In

with G. P. Hummer, or at the store of R. Indiana last Thursday morning with five
See that your trees
Ranters & Sons. Families will be supfine horses for his stableshere.
and by it
beautify your premises,the
plied at the rate of six dollars for the sea------------\ :
J
>
street
on
which
you live, and improve the
son.

^ .

a

the paper mill al lar*e machines used In the planing,

the numerous shade

Ninth street Livery Stable, returned from town are very

tesea-

for about 450,000 biick for

—

where they can have the benefits of lake wb,cb ia located some dozen differentmanavigation. Holland has as good a bar- chine*, the use of which were an entire
bor as there is on the east shore of

Lake

mjetery to ns but which were seemingly

Michigan and Is as good a manufacturing osed to good advantage by the half dozen
Van Duren Bros., the popular boot point as there Is in the west. Come on til workmen employed on this floor. In td® drone In the hive.
and shoe dealers of Holland, hive
you manufacturers who are weary and dltl°D t0 the "mysterious” machines
"ad" In this issue which may be found bear heavy freight burdens snd Holland were •everal which we have heard of be*
Paint Your Own
The officials of the Chicago and West
fore, such u band saws, jig saws, rip
Mlcb. R’y visited Holland last Wednes- among onr new advertisements.They will give you
Save money by buying 75 cents’ worth
hsve just receivedali the spring styles in
saws,
and we
know J
just ^UUUgli
enough UUU
about
—
w —WIT
of Neal’s Carriage Paints, in all ihades day afternoon and viewed Macatawa Boy
lidles’ and gentlemen’sshoes and wl)Lbe
The
choir
of
Grace
Episcopal
church
these to not "monkey" with any of them,
and Colors.- It drys quick, has a brilliant from Filter’s and Harrington’s Dock.
glad to show them to all callers.
will give an entertainmentat Lyceum In i brief intyrriewwith Mr. Huntley,
gloss, and renders varnisbing unnecessary.
It is unequaled for beauty and excellence There has been considerable"bustle’’
Hall on Friday evening, April 22nd, for and he was too busy to give us more than
of quality. For aale at the Drug Store of In the "fifth'ward" within the past week.
The Holland City Band will give the benefitof the choir and organ fnnd. about a minute, we learned that he waa
Dr. W. Van Putten.
Many improvements can be looked for- concert in the Opera House on Saturday A program of the most popular musical receiving a nice business from Feonville,
ward
to and the changes will be very no- evening, April 80. Among the numbers selectionsconsisting of Quartette, Duetts, Saugatuck, and other small towns located
Are you usln Close’s Silver Starch
ticeable.
Ename Try a ix. Ten cents.
on the program will be a Milk Maid’s Solos, vocal and instrumental, including about Holland, snd was very hopeful for
Drill, Fancy Dances, and "an act” by the celebratedcomic Quartette,"The abriiktrade daring the coining season.
. For Siocty Days
Mr. G. H. Bouter desires to Inform our
DeBoe. The band expect, and rightly to, Fortune Teller" in costume, will be ren- On Thursday Mr. H. left for Rossi and,
The large quantity of White Lead, Oils, readers that he has constrocteda green that a large andiencewill patronize them. dered. Min Belle Spencer, of Dooglu, 111., where he intends figuring on a large
Brushes, Paints, of all kinds, and other house 29x40 feet and will shortly be able
will execute a piano solo. Mia. amount of "inside work.” He will return
like goods at my store will he sold at less to supply customers with house plants and
The Detroit Free Press saya that the Walters, the accomplished music teacher, to-day. That Mr. Huntley is experienfiguresthan these goods esn be bought for
cat flowers.
majority against the prohibitionamend- and Min Reka Boone, of this city,
et wholesale. Call early
cing a brisk and lively trade at the very
ment may reach fully 5,000. The official will also tisist In the orchestra music. first opening of his new factory is a good
Da. W. Van Pdtten.
Among our "Business Locals’’ in this returns, however, were not all In.
The The program will conclude with the fortune which all citizens in Holland and
To-Rent
issue will be found an annonneement of salary amendment is buried under
beautifnl pantomine, "The Mistletoe vicinitywill unite with ns in congratulato
The premises known as the Germania Mr. Geo. H. Bouter that he is prepared
— —
Luojuiitj much
iuuiu to
iu the
iuu discredit
uiscreau Bough” by eighteen young ladies and genImmense majority
ting him «pon, a«i will also join us in the
House are for rent immediately. Apply supply the public with all kinds of trees of the Intelligenceof the people of Michltlemen v*
of this
city, and will iuliuuc
include the
»ui» v*.j,
me hope
uupo thst
iubi he
uo may continue
couuuue to
iu prosper in
H. K(enio*bbro. ll-tf for Arbor Day.
twining of the May pole, by sight young the future as he has in the paal
the C^J 1* veritablya

bee

\

rest.
4 "

Buggy.

ll-tf.
r

ll*tf.

to
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Pattison was born in Maryland, graduated1 which is correct.The prohibitionistsdo
from the Philadelphia High School in 1872, | not yet concede their defeat.” Another dist
,lie Jar the same year, patch from Lansing says: “The returns anin 1877 he was nominated by the Democrats j nouncing the defeat of the prohibitory
for Comptroller of that city, and was elect- j amendment are geuernllv accepted as corand re-electedin 1880. In 1882 he was ; reel here, and measures to regulate the
HOLLAND CITT. MICHIGAN. ed,
nominated by the Democrats for Governor ! liquor trafficwill be brought forward in the
of Pennsylvania,and was elected by a Legislature.One of these measures is
large majority. He retired from that office | copied from the local option law of Georlast Januaiy, and resumed the practice of gia. Another is a copy of the Ontario Scott
law in Philadelphia.Mr. Anderson was ‘ act. It is believed that no legislationwill
bom in 1833, graduated at Harvard College be accomplished except such as will perin 1852, was admitted to the New York fect the existing tax law.” The high liCity bar in 1854, and has since been in cence bill was defeated in the New Jersey
General Payne, owner of the May- active practiceof his profession in that city. Assembly. The electionin Rankin County,
flower, will build a new steel center-board In politics he has always been a Democrat, Mississippi,was carried by the Prohibiyacht to defend the America’s cap. . .The and he has been connected many of tionists.
the reform movements in that city. He was
building on Milk street, Boston, occupied
INDUSTRIAL NOTES.
by Wright A Potter, State Printers, was one of the leading men in the organization
of the County Democracy,and was for somo
damaged by fire to the amount of $200,000.
Over 6,000 carpenters in Chicago went
time Chairman of its general committees.
It transpires that the late John Kelly He has been specially connected with mnch out on a strike for 35 cents an hour apd
wrote a history of Mexico and furnished important litigation involving the close ex- eight hours a day. The master carpenters,

ie#s.

foilai(i! ^ita

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

.

amination of accounts and methods of railTweed, Morrissey, and other politicians of road corporations.Mr. Littler is a RepubNew York.... The broken leg of a valu- lican, a prominent member of the Illinois
able brood mare, owned by Norman Bar- Legislature,and a lawyer by profession.
nard, of Avondale, Pa., was recently amPOlilTICAJL.
putated and the animal is said to be doing
well. This is the first operation of the
The Chicago municipal electionresulted
kind performedin America.
in
the success of the entire Republican
The heaviest crop for many years is preticket, headed by Roche for Mayor. Four
dicted by peach-growers in New Jersey. .: .
There were landed at Castle Garden Fri- Democrats,thirteen Republicans,and one
Socialist were elected to the City Council.
day 4,273 immigrante—the greatestnumber
There were but two tickets in the field. Reon record for one day at this season of the
to the press clever biographical sketches of

_ WEST.

publican and United Labor. The
Democrats generally voted the Republican ticket: John A. Roche. Re-

•

THE

In the Circuit Court at

1

Detroit, last

the contest of the will of the late Francis
Palms, declaring it void. The will gave
Francis Palms’ $7,000,000 to his two children, to be held bv them in trust for their
children. A friendly contest was begun to
secure a legal decision on the will. In his
decision Judge Jennison holds that the
James G. Blaine recentlyexpressedto
statutes are against controlling fortunes
from the grave from generation to genera- Senator Hiscock his preferencefor the
tion
.St. Louis telegram:“Hon. James
Presidential nominee in 1888 who can carry
G. Blaine, now at Fort Gibson, Indian
Territory,is sufferingfrom bronchial New York, or on whom the delegation from
that State can unite.... The New Jersey
catarrh and is confined to his bed.”
House adopted a vote of sympathy for
Congressman John O’Neill, of Mis- Gladstone and Parnell in their struggle
souri, had a rough-and-tumble fight in against coercion in Ireland.

—

The

Chicago, Milwaukee

and

St.

Paul

Railroad has finished the adjustmentof
the damages on account of the Rio disaster
The amount paid was $64,616,
of which 46,550 was for sixteen lives, $13,316 for personal effects, and $4,750 for injuries to the survivors.
last fall.

The Democrats of Springfield, 111.,
The British steamer Carmona, which
elected their city ticket The Union Labor- left Barrow, England, Feb. 23, has not
Democratic ticket was elected in Elgin, yet arrived at New York, and is given
111. The municipal election was hotly
up as lost, with all hands on board. She
contested by the Liberal and Temperance
had a full cargo of steel blooms consigned
parties at Galesburg, 111. The former
to a firm in Pennsylvania. The vessel was
elected D. W. Aldrich Mayor by about 111)
gestion of the stomach and bowels .... maiority. The Liberals gained one commanded by Cant. J. A. Halcrow and
had a crew of thirty-threemen. The CarThe Maumee rolling mills at Toledo were Alderman, giving them
majority
swept away by fire. The fire department
the Council.
Republicans mona was a three-mastedschooner-rigged
did not arrive until the main building was of Denver, Col., elected their candidate vessel and hailed from Dundee, Scotland,
entirelywrapped in flames, and could do for Mayor by 1,000 plurality.At the where she was built iu April, 1881. Win.
nothing but save the office, machine-shop, Quincy (111.)municipal election the issue Thompson owned her. Vessel and cargo
and blacksmith shop. All the machinery, was whether cows should run at large. The were valued at $390,000 and are fully inboilers, and engines are utterly ruined. contest was a hot and exciting one, and re- sured.
The loss is estimatedat $300, QUO and the sulted in the triumphant election of Bishop,
The business failures during the week
insurance is said to be only $80,000 ____ A anti- cow candidate, for Mayor. In St.
number for the United States 198, for Candispatchfrom an official source at Fort Louis, Mo., the election for members of
Gibson, dated the 11th inst., says: “Mr. the Board of Aldermen resultediu the ada 25; total 223, against 223 the previous
Blaine's fever continued throughout yester- choice of six Republicansand one Demo- week, and 215 the correspondingweek of
last year
Archbishop Corrigan has reday, but last night he was more comfort- crat.
ceived authority from Rome to suspend pasable and now his pulse is 76, soft and
The Senate of Pennsylvania has passed tore who were made irremovable by the Balnatural. The bronchitis is much better
a
bill
providing that murderersof the first timore Council. This is to strentheu the
and the pneumonia process has not extended. This is the report of the attending degree may be put to death by electricity. Archbishop in his conflict with Dr. McGlynn’s supporters.
physicians.”
. .The Republicans of Kansas City elected
Kate Claxtox and “The Two Orphans”
their entire ticket,headed by Henry C.
Kumpf for Mayor. The Democrats of have been the attractions at McVicker’s
statue of General Albert Sydney Minneapolis captured the Council ..... Theater, Chicago,during the past week.
A Washington special says: “A friend of
Johnston, erected by the Army of the Ten- Murat Halstead in this city is authorityfor Her characterizationof “Louise, the blind
girl, "which is almost as familiarto theaternessee, was unveiled in Metairie Cemetery, the statement that Mr. Halstead has lately
goers as Booth’s “Hamlet," or Denman
New Orleans, by Rosa Robinson,aged G, a received a letter from Whitelaw Reid a let- Thompson’s “Joshua Whitcomb,” seems to
great-granddaughter
of General Johnson, ter asserting that the time has come at last have lost uoue of ils power to please, and
anh Miss Jennie Rogers, daughter of for Mr. Blaine to let go his grip upon the has been so well patronized that it will be
Judge Rogers, in the presence of 10,000 Republican partv, as far as the Presidency continuedanother week. Next week Miss
people. The veteran associations,includ- is concerned, and for all hands to turn in Catherine Lewis will appear with Miss
ing Grand Army posts, attended in a body. and nominate John Sherman.” ____ Rhode Claxton in the production of “The BrahiUpon the platform were many noted per- Island held an election for State ofticers Stealer” r.t McVicker’s.
sons, including Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson and members of the Legislature on the 6th
Mrs. James Brown Potter’s advent
Davis, General Beauregardand staff, Gov- inst. A dispatch from Providence says:
Although
the
full
returus
aro
not
yet
iu,
it
is
as
au actress is said to have estrangedher
ernor McEnery and staff, Mrs. Albert Sidprobablethat the Democratshave carriedthe
ney Johnston, Colonel William P. Johnfrom
her husband’s family, so that her failbtate by about •2,000 majority. The State has
ston and family, Colonel Throckmorton,U. given Davis, the Democratic nominee for Govure is pleasing them more than success
S. A., and other officers; Charles Dudley ernor. a majority of 2.0J>0.There are u few
would. It is also said that Mr. Potter
Warner, Generals Hooker and Walthall, towns yet to be heard from, but their vote is so strongly opposed his wife's going on the
close that they will not materiallyalter the reGovernor Lowrie, of Mississippi, and sult us indicated above. The probability is that stage, and then, in consequenceof her permany others. Senator Gibson, of Louisi- vhe entire Democratic ticket has been elected. sistence, the ties between them, if not
ana, and Jefferson Davis delivered ora- The Legislature will probably continue to bo quite ruptured, are very badly strained.
Republican,but the men who voted lost spring
tions.
to elect Brayton Chief qoustable have generThe Mammoth Cave in Kentucky now ally been left at homo. The light has never
exceeded in bitterness in this State. The
has railway connection. . .Four men were been
enactment ®f a prohibitory liquor law lost year
The first day of April being Prince Biskilled by a boiler explosionin Ritchie was the beginningof the contest. The election
marck’s
seventy-second birthday,the ChanCounty, West Virginia ..... Shade Scar- of Brayton to enforce the law precipitated
things, and since May agitation haa progressed, cellor received numberless tokens of esbrough, who murdered Madison Caesar in constantly growing more violent.
July last, was hanged in the jaU yard at
Michigan Prohibitionists claim that teem from all parts of Germany. After
Clayton. Ala., on Friday. Both men were
receivingpersonal congratulationsfrom
negroes ____ Patrick McCarthy was hanged their recent defeat at the polls was accom- Princes William, Henry, Alexander, and
at Fort Smith, Ark., for murdering and plished by fraud. A Detroit telegram says: George, the Chancellor went to the palace,
robbing Thomas and John Mahoney in the i The prohibitionistsare working vigorously to where the Emperor awaited him. In his
Cherokee Nation, Feb. 16, 1886. The evi- establish their claims of fraud at the poll*. A nussage along Unter den Linden Prince
dence was purely circumstantial, there new tack was taken this morning iu the matter Bismarck received a hearty welcome ____
accumulating evidence of fraud. The followbeing no eye-witnesses to the crime, and of
ing sign posted on the front of headquartersex- Three persons who attempted to assassinate
McCarthy died protesting his innocence.
plains itself: “Wanted— The names and ad- the Czar with dynamite bombs were hauged
dresses of all ‘ yes ’ vot jrs on the amendment" in St. Petersburg last week.
H. H. Wilkinson, a keeper at the It
is proposedto take the names of all persons
Repeated earthquakeshave occurred
county farm near Nashville, Tenn., the in Detroitwho voted “yes" and compare the
number with the offlclul returns. It is be- at Aden
The German press warmly aplessee, four guards, and five trustees were
lieved that this method will reveal a large disproves
of
the
new Italian Cabinet .....
poisoned by convicts who put arsenic in crepancy.
front of the 8t. Louis Postofficewith J. J.

McGory, a Democratic politician, and the
latter was knocked sprawling in the street.
....John T. Baymond, the celebrated
actor, died at Evansville,Ind., of
heart disease, complicatedby a severe
cold, nervous prostration,and con-
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the drinking water, hoping in this way to
The Legislature of Rhode Island commake their escape. Two of the persons
prises fifty-six Democratsand forty-six Rewill die. The others are seriouslyill. One
of the ringleaders of the plot has made a publicans. A Providence telegram says:
The Democrats carried the new elections for
_
Kenatorsand Representativesin Newport and

WASHINGTON.
A delegation representing all the

live-

stock associations in the United States
called on the Presidentlast week and in-

him to a reunion of the live-stock
associationsat Chicago, in November. The
President made a reply that the delegation
vited

considered favorable.He

first

asked

if

Sret, the Russian c militaryorgan, says the
work of the Anglo- Russian Frontier Commission is not likely to lead to any useful
result, aud adds: “The force of circumstances will inevitablyimi el Russia, sooner
or later, to move forward into the passes
East Greenwich Haturd&y, and the Republicans
left to the Afghans until she reaches her
secured one member iu Warwick. Tne Legislature now stands: Ben&to— Republicans,19; only natural and proper frontier— the HinDemocrats,IS; uo election,2. House— Republl- doo- Koosh Mountains."
cans, 28; Democrats, 41; no election,u. On
The Council of the Liberal Federation,
joint ballot— Republicans, 47; Democrats SO;
no election,5. The Democrats have alreody one at a meeting in London, adopted a resolumore than enough members to elect their caution protestingagainst the coercionbill as
dihutes for Lieutenant-Governor,
Be o rot .try of
Btate, Sheriffs,Btate Auditor,District Judges, retrogressivein policy,tyrannical in prinetc.
ciple, and vindictive in detail ____ It is
The result of the Rhode Island election, denied that the Irish National League will
held on Wednesday, April 6, is as follows: remove its headquartersto England in
John W. Davis (Dem.) is elected Governor event of the passage of the coercion bill.
.... The work of evicting all of Lord Lansby 973 majority. There is no election for
downe's
tenants who refuse to pay the rents
Lieutenant Governor or Secretary of State.
demanded, will be resumed about April 30.
JSiba O. Slocmn (Dem.) is elected Attorney
At the request of the Ameer of AfghanGeneral by 2,518 majority, and J. G. Per-

they represented the whole United States,
or only a section, and, on being assured
that every associationin the United States
was represented, he said that he was disposed to consider the invitationfavorably,
out that it would depend upon how he could
arrange for the disposal of his time. He
ry (Dem.) General Treasurer by 2,609 mareserved his decision. The delegation also
jority. The majority against the womanvisited the AgriculturalDepartment, and
Buffrage amendment is 15,123. The vote
extended an invitation to Commissioner
for Lieutenant Governor was : Honey
Colman to be present on the occasion as a
(Dem.), 17,285; Darling (Rep.), 15,915;
guest of the association. The CommisKimber (Pro.), 1,858. The Senate stands:
•loner promised to be present if his duties
Republicans, 19; Democrats,12, and
would permit.
there was no electionin five cases.
Eugene Bemple, formerly of Illinois, The House will comprise 27 Repubhas been appointed Governor of Washington Territory .... Owing to a want of

money,
the work of repairing in the navy yards
will be suspended at an earlv day.
, .The
President has appointed as Commissioners
to investigate the affairsof the Pacific
Railroads, under the act passed by the last
Congress:Robert E. Pattison, of Pennsylvania; E. Elery Anderson, of New
York; and David T. Littler of Illinois. Mr.
.

wheat is progressground being generallyin

effect that the sowing of

ing

actively, the

—

generjulT

licans am) 33 Democrats, with twelve
districts yet to be heard from .....
The vote on the prohibition amendment in
Michigan was very close. A Lansing dispatch says: “The exact fignres on the prohibition amendment are still unknown.
Published reports give the majority against
it from 1,550 to abont 6,000. From several
counties the reports are conflicting, in some
cases varying from 500 to *600 votes, and
the officialreturns will be needed to settle

ANGUISH.

to the

good condition,and that some people are
predictinga crop of spring wheat 25 per
cent, larger than that of last year. Part of
this expected increase will depend on a
greater acreage, and the rest is has d on
the possibility of better yield, that of last
year having been poor in some sections
owing to the drouth. The outlook in the
winter-wheatareas cannot be said to be a
good one, but the prospect is really bad only
in the Southwest, where the absence of
moisture is describedto be very strongly
marked intheuppeuruuceof vegetation____
In a riot between Hungarians, Poles, aud
Swedes, at Denver, Col., one man was
fatally shot and several badly wounded.
Two houses were completely wrecked during the melee, the furniture aud other
at a mass meeting,decided to ignore the
utensils being broken and used as weapons.
strikers and to pay only thirty cents au
The police, armed wiih AViuchestere,
hour for an eight-hour day.
quelled the riot, and landed thirty of the
It is alleged a pool has been formed to
combatants in jail ____ An Atchison (Kan.)
curtail the production of barbed wire, and
dispatch reports that a disastrous prairie
that many mills will be closed, but will be fire was raging in Phillips and Norton
paid a certain amouut out of the earnings Counties, in Kansas. It was reported that
of the mills in operation.It is intimated nine to twelve persons had perished, but
that hundredsof men will be thrown out of
the facts could not bo definitely learned,
employment.
owing to injury to telegraph wires ____
It is proposed to amalgamate in one gi- A specialIndian ageut is about to remove
a band of 700 Jicarillas across New Mexico
gantic organization the National Federato their old reservation. The Indians will
tion of Miners and the Miners’ National use their ponies to transport their effects
Assembly of the Knights of Labor.
400 miles
Fred Kindle, employed in a
The complications caused by the inter- tannery at Cincinnati,walked into the hopper of the bark-mill, and before the mastate commerce act are already having an
chinery
could be stopped his legs to the
injuriouseffect upon some of the Pittsburg
iron mills. One firm bad a large contract knees were ground to pulp ____ In a wrestling match at Chicago, Lewis defeated
for sheet irou to be shipped to California,
Acton, winning three out of four falls.
but freight rates have been so increased as
A large number of arrests have been
to interfere with its fulfillment. Other

publican, 51,268; Robert Nelson, United
Labor, 23,410. Roche’s majority, 27,858.
Returns from Kansas indicate’ that the
municipal elections in general passed off
ouietly,and, as far as can now be judged,
the introduction of female suffrage does
not work a great change in the characterof
results. At several points women were mills with Western contracts will suspend
elected. The women generally voted as unless they can get better rates.
their husbands did.

week, Judge Jennisongave his decision on

confession.

ARENSD0RFS

Reports from the Northwest are

_
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ADDITIONAL NEWS.

Tbe Alleged Slayer of Dr. Haddock
Sorely Tried by a Searching
Cr oil-

He

Examination.

Ib Surprised to Find that He Has
OontradiotedHis Testimony Be*

.

fore the Ooroner.

[SIOUX CITY CORRESPONDENCE.]
Jfkrest in the Arensdorf murder trial,
which haa shown no abatement since the
opening day, was greatlyintensifiedwhen
the accused was placed upon the witnessstand on Thursday. He testified substantial as follows:

to this action. I have

lived in Sioux City ten yean. I am a brewer,
and have been in the businesstwenty yean. I
learned the trade in Belgium, and came to this
city In 1877. During the month of August,1881

was foreman for the Frana Brothers. The
evening of August 3 1 was around town. I came
between 7 and 8. I went
nD£ I m^lp Eberle's place, and stayed until
9 :30. There I met Barnes and Davela&r,and
went from there to Shepard's, across the street.
Barnes went with me. I ordered supper. It
was a Utile past 9:30. We ate supper there . It
wu after 10 when we left. Barnes went west,
and I went to the Chicago saloon, where I just
I

i

j
^ent t0 Junk’> saloon.
Mr. Scollard and Grady were there when I arrived I went from there to the English Kitchen. I don't know just what time it was. I
heard at the English Kitchen that a man was
killed,and went from there to where the murder happened. I remained there a few minutes,
then went to the brewery, and then back to
Junk s, where I remained ten or fifteen minutes.
Then I wont to my home, iu Bluff street. I wore
my usual clothiug-a blue suit aud tail-coat. I
did not have on a rubber coat. I heard the
testimony of Leavitt I was not at the corner
of rourth and Water when Haddock was killed.

Iwasat the meeting Aug. 2. There was no
private meeting, to my knowledge. Nothing
the Pan Handle Railroad of freight-train was said in my presence to do up any one.
I heard nothing about hiring two Dutchmen
employes who have for two years been to do up any one. I mode no remark about
stealing from the care, the property taken
blowing any one up. I heard no remark
being valued at $500,000. The finest about blowing up any one's house. I had
ufi conversation with Leavitt in front of
cigars, silks, hosiery,musical instruments,
Warleich’s saloon. I had no such convorsawines, Honors, iu fact all kinds of portable tlon as Mrs. Leavitt testifiesto have heard.
merchandisehad been purloined, sold to 1 hJ~,a conversationwith Leavitt at the Stand"fences,”or pawned. The affair caused a ard Theater in relation to his bonds. He sent a
man over to see me. He took mo into a room.
great sensation at Pittsburg. It is said
, £c^ver8atlou wlthhlm n8 1° ’"bo b*l
that over 200 warrants have been issued.
killed^Haddock. I had no conversationwith
Leavitt about keepingstill and things would be
Postmaster General Vilas, and Gen- all right. I had no conversationwith Leavitt
eral SuperintendentNash, of the railway at Junk’s about who killed Haddock. I never
had any conversationwith him about the murmail service, left Washington on the 12th der at his theater. I did not say at the saloonmen's meeting that there was *t00 or 3800 in the
inst. on a tour of inspection of the fast
treasury, and supposed that would be enough
mail service between New York, Chicago
to hire some one to do up Haddock or other witand St. Paul. It is probablethat a depot nesses. I know Bismarckand wife. She used
will bo establishediu Chicago lor the dis-’ to work in the brewery for Mr. Franz, but has
not worked there since the brewery company
tribution of postal cards and stamped enwas organized. I never gave Bismarckany
velopes.
money at Borsh’s beer garden to leave town,
The Vatican will thoroughly investigate and never gave Fritz Folger any money
the Irish question ____ A friendly treaty has to give him to induce him to leave
town. I had no conversation with Mrs.
been arranged between China and PortuBismarck about her leaving town. She
gal.
sent a note requesting me to come to her house.
She wanted to sell her house, and asked mo to
The anti-coercionmeeting in London on sell it for her. I bought the house for Adolph
the 11th instant was the largest ever hold Nepper. aud he furnished the money— $J50. I
bought it at Mr. Nepper's request. I never
in that city. Mrs. Gladstone, watching the hoard Mrs. Bismarck speak English. When she
procession from a window in Piccadilly, went away she told mo she was going to Counreceived an ovation from the men iu line. cil Bluffs, I did not know she was going to
I had no conversation
at the meetA motion protesting against the coercion California.
ing of the saloonmeu,on the eveningof the 2d,
bill was offered simultaneously from four- with Troibor, iu which ho said ho had two
teen platforms, aud was enthusiastically Dutchmen who would do up Haddock.
carried.
greatest throng ga:h- I heard no such conversation. I did not
have any conversation with Leavitt iu
erd at the platform from which front
of Martin's shoo store, iu which I
Lord Mayor Sullivan of Dublin and asked him if he had seen the shooting,
and
that
I was not feeling any too
Messrs. Couvbeare
William
Redmond, members of Parliament, spoke. will, nor did I ask him if I could depend on him
as a brother. I never had any convernation with
Lord Mayor Sullivan, iu the course of a Leavitt, as charged by him in his testimony. I
most effectivespeech, asked: “Is it the hod no conversationwith him about sending
wish of the workmen of London that the Henry Peters to Nebraska or Germany. I never
honest, hard-working tenantry of Ireland hod any conversationwith Leavittupon that
subject I did not tell Mrs. Bismarck that she
should be forever crushed down?” A tre- had best wait a little while and not go away
mendous responsive “No!" resounded until things got more quiet. I did not tell her
throughout the park. The mention of the to tell her husband to keep still and not tell
one what he knew about the killingof Mr.
Queen as about to celebrate her jubilee any
Haddock. I did not tell her that I would
by signing away the liberties of the furnish her with a man to go with her to Counpeople of Ireland, brought forth a tor- cil Bluffs. I told her that I would see that a
rent of hisses, aud the mention of man got her ticket hero for Council Bluffs. I
did not know that any one intended to injure
Mr. Chamberlaiuls name aroused u Mr.
Haddock.
tempest of groans and hisses, with
The cross-examination of Arensdorfwas
cries of “Traitor.” Michael Davitt was very thorough, but he bore it with remarkone of the speakers. He said that on the able nerve. The entire ground was
day on which the crimes act should become traversed anew, and with no material break
a law they would either have to give up the
in bis story. A surprise was given him
strugglethat had been waged for centuries and his counsel,however, when he was
and lie down as slaves, or render the sys- confrontedby a transcriptof his evidence
tem impossibleof duration. They would before the Coroner’s jury. Portions were
follow the manlier course. The classes bad read wherein his statement as to his whereiu the past built a bridge of bate across abouts at the time of the murder quite mathe Irish sea; the people would pull it terially differed from his evidence Thursdown aud erect a bndge of love between day. When asked if he so testified,he
the toilers of Ireland aud the honest work- broke down and displayed weakness.
ers of England.
Counsel asked:
made at Pittsburg and along the lino of
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Did you testify before the Coroner's jury the
second day after the murder? A. Yes, sir.
Q. Were you asked where you were at the
time of the shooting? A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you not swear before the Coroner’s
jury that when you came out of Shepard’s,
where you took supper, somebody said, " 'Old
Kavanauchhas got shot? so I was ready to go
home, and walked that way, and when I got
there I beard somebody say it was the Rev.
Dr. Haddock?" did vou swear to that? A. I
can’t answer that.
Q. What is your best recollection on that
point? A. I have no recollection about it
Q. Did you not say you had Just come out of
Shepard’swhen you heard of the shooting?A.
If

I

did

I

Q. Did

didn't tell the truth.
yott tell the Coroner at that' time that

you were at the English Kitchen when the
shooting occurred ? A I thought I did.
0. Did yon really undertake to tell truthfully
ana exactly where you were at the time of the
shooting, and when you heard of it? A. 1 don't
know.
Q. Was not your memory of your whereabouts
better a day or two after the event than it is
now ? A. I don’t think it was.
Q. Did you not tell Mr. Delp you vwro at Holdenrad's? A No, I didn't.

The defense have mainly directed their
toward connectingLeavitt with the
murder of Haddock, and severalwitnesses
have sworn that he was dressed in a light
suit of clothes on the night of the murder.
I. C. Hart, a boarder at Paul Lender's, one
of the defendants,testified positively that
he was present when the fatal shot was
fired, and that Leavitt was the man who
did the shooting, Leader himself was
equally positive that Arensdorfwas not the
man who fired the shot. He believed
that Leavitt killed Haddock. Leader,
Arensdorf,Leavitt,and others, just before
the killing, were in Junk’s saloon drinking
efforts

’

beer.
Arensdorfwore a dark salt— kind of navy
salt with him reg irding the constructionof
blue— with his pants in his Mg boots. Leavitt
CLNCINNATL
a railway from Cabul to Herat.... The Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 83
83)6 wore a light hat, a rubber coat, and light pants.
Leavitt and all went oat together. I didn’t go
Canadian fishery erniser Vigilant chased
with them. I went oat with Hart a second or
and fired at an American schooner, which,
PoBK-MeM .................... 10.75 <a 17.25
two after Leavitt We left Arensdorfin Junk’s.
however, outsailedthe cruiserand escaped. Live Hoob .......................5.23 g 0.00
The orowd, headed by Leavitt, went along the
The affair occurred off Beaver Harbor,
BUFFALO.
south side of Fourth to Water. Wo followed
Wheat— No. 1 Hard ............... 91
99
behind them. I didn’t know what they were goNew Brunswick.
Corn— No. 2 Yellow ...............
’40
ing to do. I never bad a word with LeavRt about
A judgment of the Supreme Court of Cattle ..........................4.59 4 5* 05
what they were going to da I caught up with
INDIANAPOLIS.
them
at the high fence eight or ten feet from the
Justice in Germany has been sent to the
Beep Cattle.,.*. ............... 8.75 (A5.00
comer. As I walked by him he jerked this
Ministry of the Interior defining the scope g®**" .....
straw hat off my head and put this gray one on
s.M 6100
mine, I asked him what he meant and he said :
of the American treaty regarding natural“That’s all right" We walked on down Water
ized citizens. It affirmsthat the acquisi- Wheat-No. 2 Bed.... ...........80 $ .81
Coen— No. 2 ......................... a .30)6 street and heard the report of a gun behind ns.
tion of citizenshipin the United States, Oats ..............................
We looked aronnd and saw one man staggering
with an unbroken residence there of five
EAST LIBERTY.
eastward and another running northward. He
wore a long black coat, light pants, and a brown,
years, causes loss of citizenship in Ger- CATTLE-Beat................... 5.00 6 5.21
Fair ....................4.50 <4 5.00
low-crowned hat He went down Water street
many. Such persons returningwill be
Common. .............. 4.00 6 4.25
toward Second and on Second home. I was satliable to expulsionfrom Germany until
isfied that Leavitt was the man who fired the
...........................100 (4 150
they rscognize German rights.
....................
100 & 150
shot and was running away.
istan, an English engineer has gone to con-
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THE MESSENGER MURDER.
Progreu of the
Island

Trial of the

Two Bock

THE DOG AND THE THIEVES*

AT THE CAPITAL.

A Sagacious Animal's Frequent Efforts to
Warn His Master of Danger.

A Short Week ami

Little BuzineM— The
Mining School— 8 eTeral Important Railroad Meazuret- Other Matters of General Interest.

A friend residing on Staten Island,

Brakpmen at Mor-

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.

whom

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

A

petition from 1,500 citizensof Grand
Rapids against tho proposedamendments to ita
city charter was presented In the Senate on the
7th inst Tho Committee on Cities and Villages
reported adversely the bill to incorporatethe
village of Vaisar, in Tuscola County. The Senate passed a bill to aineml the act to relnoorporato the village of Sault Ste., Marie. The
Senate then went into committee of tho whole,
and, after the considerationof aoveral bills,
rose and passed a bill amending tho law
relative to tho fees of Coroner*.The
House passed bills relative to the care and
management of insane asylums; amendlua
tho laws relative to drain commissioners and
drains; providing for a rebate to partiesusing
wheels with throe-inchtires in drawing loads
over public highway# ; relative to the powers
end duties of township boards ; to prevent persons from unlawfully wearing or using the
bodge of the Grand 'Army of the Republic
(amended to inolado the LovM Legion) ; to authorize the county of Bay tif borrow money to
build and maintain bridges across the Saginaw
River; to provide for the organizationof a
medical corps in connection with tho Michigan
State troops; requiring railroads to give
notice at stationswhether trains ere late,
and if so how much; relating to tho raising of
money by TownshipBoards; to emend laws
relativeto the powers and duties of Township
Boards ; also, a joint resolution calling upon the
Secretary of State to furnish the t’ommissiouei
of Railroads with certifiedcopies of articles of
association of all railroadsorganized in toe
State ; anothergranting two lot# belonging to
tho State to the city of Lansing for a public
park. Mr. Manly introduceda resolutionproviding for on investigation of tho oonducl of
Superintendent Foster, of tho State Public
School. A very warm debate was had upon
it, and action was deferred until after the close
of the investigation of the Board of Control.
A bill making an appropriation of 8’227,000 foi
the use and maintenance of tho State University
was favorably reported to the Senate by the FInance Committee on the 8th instant The following bills were paused : To authorize tho trustees of the Michigan Insane Asylum to deed tc
tho city of Kalamazoo certain land# for street
purposes. The bill to amend the chattel
of the city of Grand Rapids was fabled.
The Honso passed the bills establishingtho
death penaltyby hanging for tho crime of murder in the first degree and amending the divorce
laws. A two years’ residence is made a necessary preliminaryto an applicationfor divorce,
and no teitlmony is to be taken until six
months after an applicationhas been made,
unless it is necessary to present evidence.
Oaths are prescribedand certain lines of investigation are laid down to bo followed to prevent collusion between porties, etc. Where
minor children are Involved the prosecut^
ing attorney is directed to appear in behall

—A
at

sheep- shearing festivalwill

be hold

Jackson April 27,

—The

I was in the habit of frequently
Electro- Portrait Company of
Lansing, April 4, 1887.
visiting, had a very handsome Irish
Coldwater have ceased business.
setter, says a writer in the Brooklyn
Tho early adjournmentof the two
— Carsonville’s new weekly paper is
Eagle. During the month of Decem- Houses (on Wednesday evening of last
The Work of the DetectivesIn the Case
called tho Saturday Morning Tribune.
ber, about five or six years ago, the dog week), in accordancewith a previously
—Some Interesting Testimanifested an unusual degree of rest—The East Srtginaw gnn club will attend
adopted concurrentresolution,made the
mony.
lessness. Ho had been permitted to week so short that only a comparaively
the Slate shoot to bo held at South Lyons
run at largo in tho garden, and, until small amount of work, could have tieen
April 20 to 22, inclusive.
the time in question, seemed satisfied done under any circumstances,and the
[HOniUS,(ILL.) CORRESPONDENCE.]
—Mr. Campbell vill remove bis saw-mill
with this measure of liberty. But on fact that quite a large number of the
The Bchwortz-Watt trial is now in its fourth
members
of
both
houses either bold a
from
Posen to Rogers City, whore bo fine
Sunday
morning
ho
showed
a
strong
week, and is believed to be nearing the end.
townshipoffice of one kind or another, or
some 600,000 feet of white pine logs to saw.
The prosecutionrested Its case severaldays desire to follow his master and mistress
want to be elected to one, or else have relaago, and the defense has been introducing test!* out at a gate as they were leaving to go
—Matthew Ryan, of East Saginaw, hns
tives who want their help in electioneering,
to
church.
They
drove
him
back,
and
mony for nearly a week. A number of witnesses
has called away eo many members that the
challenged M- J, Dunn, of Detroit,to n
have i cen called for the purpose of impeaching instead of receiving the repulse kindly,
great law-making body has been grinding
horseshoeingmatch for a purse of from
some of the prosecution’s witnessesand estab- he protested in a series of piteous howls.
along most of the time for the past ten
lishing the good character of the two de$100 to $5,000.
In
the
afternoon
his
master
took
him
days
with
net
many
more
present
than
fendants.
Among the witnesses examined during the for a stroll, greatly to tho delight and enough to make up a decent working ma—About forty Hollandershave just arweek by the prosecutionwas Frank satisfaction of the animal. Their way jority.
Wind, a Pinkerton detective, who has been
rived in Kalamazoo, fresh from their native
As a consequenceof so much absenteebraking on the Bock Island Boad since August skirted an uninclosod lot about 300 feet
heath. They will assist Celeryvilloin getlast, and who was placed on the road to shadow
ism, all business of any great importance
distant, in which stood a deserted frame
Schwartz and Walt. He told an interesting
ting out the esculent.
has
been
put
off, informally passed or laid
story of his experience. He roomed with shanty. Bruno, when they came opon
the
table, to be taken u,p after the close
Schwartz in Davenport,slept with Bob Watt in posite it, darted off and ran round and
—Several Hudson young ladles hold
of tho electionrecess.
Chicago, and sometimes with Newt. He said
round the building, pausing at intervals
stock
in the Gardner “Fuel and Light Comhe came to Chicago from Philadelphiato conTHE MINING SCHOOL.
and gazing toward his master, who
tinue in the employ of Pinkerton. The first dePetitionsbearing hundredsof names are
pany,” and Hudson may have reveral heirvelopmenthe made was a conversationhe took no particular notice of his actions
being received daily, asking for the passage
esses in tho near future.
heard between the prisoners at Davenport.
of tho bill to appropriate$100,000 for tho
Schwartz called Watt aside and told him he and continued the walk. After that tho
—Charles Starkweather'ssaloon and
could not make it. Watt said : “When can you dog followed rcluctantlv and would
building of the necessary buildings for the
make it?" and Schwartz replied : "I will try it from time to time turn back, as if it mining sihool at Houghton and for tho
C’apt. William Pierce's house adjoining, at
next trip." Schwartz,at a subsequent time,
$40,000 lor the support of tho school for
said that unless the company raised his was his intention to retrace his stops.
West Bay City, were destroyed by fire
wafeos ho would start in business for These peculiar movements my friend 1880 and 1887, and there is no reason to
Wednesday night. Loss, $2,000.
himself, and added that bis father
doubt
the early passage of both bills.
had offered him $3,000 for that puri recalled subsequently, although they Considering the vast mining interests of the
-Kalamazoo’s numerous bicyclists begin
pose. About this time Watt told the witness did not excite his curiosity at the time.
Upper Peninsula, and the effect they have
that his father-in-lawwas going to receive
to
smile as warm weather appi caches.
On Monday and Tuesday ensuing he had and must continueto have on the
•1,800 on back pension, and that it would be diKalamazoo
is almost as much of n wheelvided equally between his (Watt's) wife and her
betrayed the same eagerness to get out wealth and resourcesof Michigan, that
sister. When they afterwards bacam* better and attempted to follow when any
ing city as the West Virginia metropolis.
portion of the State has less than its share
acquaintedWatt told him that some day, when
ho felt better,he would tell him all about the member of the family left the promises. in the way of State institutions,and it
— Menominee Baptists have purchased n
talk that was being circulated ; he also told him On Wednesday I was a visitor at the
seems only justice that this school should
$1*400
lot and will build an $8,000 or
he would be better fixed in the spring. Later in
house. In the afternoon my friend and be speedily put in the way of becoming
the month, in Chicago, Schwartz said that he inone of the best, or the best mining school
$0,000
church
ou it this summer. Tho
tended to go to Kansas in the spring and buy a 1 went out together, accompaniedby
stock ranch. About Oct. 11, in a Chicago the dog. Ho acted, on passing tho un- in the United States.
church will be of brick with a stone founsaloon, just before Schwartz started for
RAILROAD LEGISLATION
dation.
Philadelphia,he and Watt withdrewto the inclosed lot, just as he had done three occupied somewhat the attention of tho
rear of the saloon and told witness to “keep days before. His efforts to attract our
two
houses
last
week,
the
Senate
having
-fThe residence of F. J. Moore, at Lanaway" when he come near them. While they
were talkingwitness stepped behind a hoard attention,were so marked that I passed two good and much-neededbills.
ing, was badly damaged by fire one night
partition which set off a portion of the room and
humored him by walking across the lot. The first is to so amend the law of twoheard a port of their conversation.Watt said He led mo directly up to the shanty, years ago that instead of being limited to of the county. The defendant,when a last week. Mo«t of the furniture was saved.
divorce is granted for certain specified cause,
to Schwartz,“I want you to be very careful of
the list of seven automatic car couplers (os is not allowed to marry again for the space oi Loss about $1,200; covered by insurance.
yourself when you go Hast ; don’t give up any- and then ran around it with his nose
selected by the commission designated in two years. The following bills were also passed Cause of fire unknown.
thing." Schwartz exclaimed : "My God, Newt, close to the grofind several times. I
by the House : To provide for a stenographer
I thought you knew me better than to think
could discover no reason for his the bill originallyrequiring the use on all for the Sixth Judicial Circuit; also one for the
that ; I would not even tell my wife. " Schwartz
—John Stonehouse, a reridont of Esoafreight cars of automatic couplers), the Nineteenth ; to provide a general law for the
said he understood all the detectives were still singular maneuvers, and, attributing
naba,
hanged himself in an outbuilding,
companies shall be at liberty to select from formationof corporations to carry on printing,
after them ; that the company had hired new
men, and that Pinkerton’sforces had been them to some idle freak, rejoined my outside or inside the list. This was done publishing and book-making; to amend the where he was found late in the evening.
withdrawn ; he said he could take care of him- friend and thought no more of Bruno from the fact that one or two of the best charter of tho city of Detroit, fixing tho compensat'on of Aldermen and defining their pow- Derangementcansed by drink, he having
self and that they could not trump up any and his eccentricity.Neverthelesstho
and most inexpensivewere rejected for ers and duties. Mr. Damon’s Joint resolution
charges against him. Schwartz afterwardtold
some trifling and seeming objection,par- proposinga constitutional amendment exclud- been drinkingheavily for a week past, is
witness that when he went to Philadelphiaho sagaciousanimal was wiser than either
ing from the privilege of franchise those who tho reason.
would have plenty of "stuff," and when he came of us, although to our dullness his ticularly one invented by Mr. Joseph A.
can’t read and write in the English language
back they would all have a night in Chicagoand
Richard, of St. Louis, Slich., which was
dumb
show
of
knowledge
had
no
sigafter 1890 was lost by a vote of 47 to 31
Davenport,ho didn’t care what it cost,
—The editor of the Maple Rapids />wrejected
in
making
up
the
list
because
the
William J. Gallagher, now serving a sentence nificance. On Saturday night followBoth houses of the Legislature were constant- jmteh gets out of it as follows: W. E.
link is an inch or two longer than they
in the Joliet Penitantiary,
testified to convering, my friend’s house was broken into
ly in committee of the whole on the 9th inst.
sations he had with Schwartz while the two
thought it should be, an objection that in
Warner, editor of the Dispatch,is sick
by
burglars
and
about
$2,000
worth
of
me House considered many bills. Tho liveliest
were prisoners in the jail at Chicago. Schwartz
reality has no foundation, as tho coupler
with the measles, and any mistakes that
time
of
the
session
occurred
between
Messrs.
told witness about the ?5J notes that he won property carried off.
works under all circumstancesand with Runisoy and Jones, of the Ways and Meins Complaying faro at a gambling house at No. 125
may
occur can bo laid to A. J. Moss and
But
what
connection
had
tho
burany and all cars of differentroads. The mittee. and half a dozen members, who claimed
Clark street, and that ho got the bills changed
by buying meals at restaurantsand ammuni- glary with the dog’s pertinacious visits other bill was one that has been called for that the oommittoe and Representativesand E, F. Bell,
members from towns where State institutions
tion at Spalding’s.One day, while they were
to the shanty? The police discovered very londly by the recent terrible railroad
are locatedhad combinedto secure tracts of
—The Michigan Exchange Hotel, at
playing casino Schwartz stopped playing and
accidents
that
have
been
followed
by
even
it
in
less
than
thirty
minutes
after
their
land for each institution. Tho immediate caime
asked him what $1,000 of American money
Cheboygan,
has been sold to Captain Chas.
of
the
charge
wu#
an
item
of
•6.00J
in
the
would be worth in England. At another examination of the premises. A nar- greater loss of life by the disabled trains
Flint Deaf and Dumb School appropriation E. Kirtland, the well-known lake wrecker,
time Schwartz told him that when ho got out of
taking
fire from the car stoves. The bill
row lane ran back of the garden from
bill for tho purchase of on addition to the school
jail ho was going to Kansas, buy land, and settle
down. In January last Gallagher had a con- a side street to tho open lot where the provides that car stoves of all names and farm. The charge wns indignantlydenied, and for $13,000. Tho Captain will superintend
kinds (unless encased in a solid room of the item was left Jn the bill, which was agreed
versation in the jail with Schwartz,who asked
the management himself, and has abanshanty stood. Tho burglars had made
him if he could got $i,0uoin largo bills changed
boiler iron) must “go,” like the Chinese. to by the committeeof the whole. The bill
appropriated 8120,000fftr two years. The House doned the wrecking husinesB temporarily.
into J5, 810 and V20 bills, Gallaghersaid to him, their approach by way of this lane.
As introduced and printed, it proWhere did this money come from? is it con- Footprintsin tho wet snow were clearly vides that this must hike effect by passed the bill authorizing alf courts of criminal
jurisdiction to sentence persons convicted of
—William Jones, a young man employed
nected with the Itock Island robbery ?" Schwartz
any crime to the DetroitHouse of Correction
said it was not, and then said that a brakeman visible. Thfc officers traced these November 1, 1888, but at the solicitation of
at the Pittsburgh and* Lake Angeliuo Iron
on the fore part of the train going out to prints back to the north side of the railroadrepresentatives,the bill has been instead of tho State Prison. A resolution
Davenport saw a Jew get on a Pullman car shanty, and there tho secret of tho amended so os to extend the time to Feb- offered for a searchinginvestigation of tho Cold- Mine, one mile outside Ishpeming, fell
water ^ato Public School scandal, was defeated.
witn a sachol, which he placed under the seat;
dog’s curious behavior was disclosed. ruary 1, 188'J, but the Senate restored the Bills romcorporatingBay City and West Bay down a hundred-footshaft, breaking both
this aachel, Schwartz said, contained a large
amount of money. When the train arrived at A few feet underneath the building was original date and then passed the bill. The City were rushed through under suspensionof legs and sustaining fatal injuries otherDavenport the brakeman took the sochel and
third measure affectingrailroads was one the rules. The Senate passed several local bills,
and disposed of a good many small bills in com- wise. A brother was killed in preciselya
left the train, and the Jew continued on to a kit of burglar’s tools, which had been
to allow a township in Clare County to vote
mittee of tho whole.
Kansas City withoutmissing his sachol.
stored there in preparation for the
similar way two years ago.
bonds
for
“making
public
improvements,”
Detective William A. Pinkerton was exrobbery, and which the burglars, in but which waa in reality intended as a boamined at great length concerning conversaAstronomy and Photography.
— & .cun tiuiiuiikci, iv uiiiiurivi me .uiiku
tions ho had with Schwartz and Watt. Witness the hurry of their flight, had not had
nus to a railroad (the Toledo. Ann Arbor
Saperior
Hematite,was killed by a fall of
told Schwartz ho talked with his wife, and she time to carry off. A jimmy and pair of
Can we wonder if astronomers should
and Northern) which the House argued
had said ho had found a package containing
already
boldly
entertain
the
thought
ground
recently.
He has a wife and three
false
keys
lay
close
to
tho
hole
and
reover for a half day and then decapitated,
over $7,000 in the baggage-car coming from
Davenport,and that ho had brought the money vealed the ex^ct spot where the kit had refusing later to even reconsider toe vote of making a complete survey of the children in England, who were to leave
home without counting it. Witness said ho been hidden.
by which the bill had been slaughtered. heavens by means of photography?
there for Ishpeming in a few days. Whitknow it was a portion of this money he had
Some years auo the Supreme Court de- Admiral Mouchez has shown that in
The
question
of
interest
suggested
by
been spending.Witness said Schwartz aptaker was about 35 year| of age, and was a
parently disbelievedwhat ho said about his this remarkable case is: How did the clared the act of 1871, that allowed town- the course of ten years 15,000,000of
wife’s confession,and doubted her pressober and industrious man.
ships, cities or villages to bond themselves
ence in the city. Witness then sent for dog know there was something con- in aid of railroads, an unconstitutionalone, stars might be made to record their ex—Markham Briggs, of Plymouth, was
her, and when sue arrived defendant said:
cealed there for an improper purpose. and since that time this other plan of styl- act position and true relative bright“Ella, I understand you hn\e been talking
cross-cutting
wood and hung tho saw on
ness in a series of large photographic
with Pinkerton about this matter." She ai - That he had such knowledge there is ing it “public improvements" has been
charts!
Nothing
done
by
man
since
the
limb
of
a
tree while he turned his atswered in tne affirmative, and he said he not the slightestdoubt. There is no adopted, and many localities have condid not want to talk about it. (Then ensued the
other way to explain his eagerness to tinued to bond, but this act on the part of astronomy was a science can be com- tentionto something else. The saw fell
scone as related by witness when examined by
counselfor the defense, as stated above.) Wit- draw his master’s attention to it. the House indicates a disposition to stop pared with such a work as this, which and the teeth cut into his neck, nearly sevness then told the defendant he knew ho had Moreover, this very eagerness raises a 'allowing localities to bond for “public im- yet might be well accomplished in a
ering the jugular vein. The wound bled
sent a box weighing about a pound by the Balprovements”where it is known tnat the ob- decade of years. But even all this,
timore and Ohio Express to Philadelphia di- presumption in favor of the belief that ject is to aid in raihoad building.
profusely,and the prompt arrivalof a phywonderful as it is, seems less impressive
rected to Harry Mayhow, in care of J. 8.
the animal not only had a sense of the
FOR
MRS.
ROBERTSON.
Schwartz. Defendantdenied that there was unlawful character of the enterprise,
than what has been done, and what as- sician prevented serious results.
money in this package, which he claimed conThe Governor has promptly approved tronomers are oven now planning to
— John Miller, a convict at Jackson, sent
tained meerschaumpipes. Schwartz said if he but a consciousnessthat it threatened the bill whereby Mrs. Robertson will draw
were to tell anything about the money it would the interests of his master.
do, in applying the photographic eye from Lenawee County April 5, 1874, for
the $2,1)00 that would have been drawn by
not agree with what Ella had said, as she had
her husband had ho lived audsirvedont of science to analyzing the structureof twcniy years for murder in the second demade several mistakes. Witness then asked
remote suns. Already they have made gree, died at tbe prison hospital recently
She Saw the Queen.
for his version, and defendant replied he did
his term ns Adjutant General. This will
not find it Jn the express car; that if
be a welcome gift to an aged and poor the waves of light from many of the
Says
Mrs.
Martha
J.
Coston:
“I
had
of pneumonia. Thomas Leslie, received
he had he would have known whose it
was. He did not find $7,u00, and did a capital opportunity to see her. It woman from a State that General John leading stars record their story on the at the prison from Detroit on a six years’
Robertson
served
for
over
twentysix
years
not know how much ho found. Ho found was at the launching of tho ‘Victoria,’
tiny shore of photographic film, after
it the night he left Davenport with
at only $1,000 per year.
journeying millions of millions of miles sentence for burglary Dec. 10, 1885, died
Mulligan; found it under a seat in the at which I was invited to be present by
AN HONEST VOTE.
through space. But now a complete in the hospital last week of consumption.
smoker. There was a brown wrapper around the Duke of Somerset. At lost th‘*ro
The following little bill is a good one, survey is to be made in this way. A
the package, on which wns marked ".'i.uiX'"
—The Jackson Prison report for tho
was a commotion, and I supposed the and will pass both houses without a doubt:
Schwartz reached Philadelphiaahead of t
giant eye so constructedthat not only month of March is as fo, lows: Number of
box he had shipped, and oo ui coveringthat
queen was coming. I looked earnestly
A bill to protect electors who can not
was being shadowed ho burned the money
for some appearances of royalty, but read, from fraud and deceptionat the will it gather, but it will sift the light convicts in prison March 1, 802; received
except 8150. Witness then asked Schwa
from multitudes of stars at once, will
only saw a stout elderly lady, whose polls.
where the balance of the money was, and <
during the month, 23; d scharged during
be
directed in succession toward diffondantsaid he would get it for him, but tl
Section
1.
The
people
of
the
State
of
self and toilet I thought would have
the month, 18; deaths, 2; transferredto tho
he did not wont to get the party in trouble w
made a good caricature for Punch as Michigan enact, that any person who shall ferent parts of the heavens. For an
had it, as he was entirely innocent. After mu
furnish an elector who caunot read with a hour at each view will this monstrous Ionia asylum for insane convicts,1; conquestioninghe finally admitted that he h
‘The British Matron Abroad.’ She was
ticket informing him that it contains a eye, more wonderful by far than the victs in prison at close of month, 8lM. Togiven it to Watt
very short, both of stature and breadth,
Witness said he saw Watt at witness’ offl
name or names different from those which
ami her face was red and cross. Her are written or pnnted thereon,with an in- ichthyosaurian eye with which he be- tal receiptsduring the month from visitors,
in Chicago the followingday and asked h
gan, gaze analyzinglv on many hun- $103.65.
where the package was. He did not reply
toilet consisted of a large gayly plaided tent to induce him to vote contrary to his
some time, and then said Schwartz was
dreds of stars at once, leaving on rec—Lawyer C. A. Withey's son Harry, aged
poplin, so short in the skirt "as to ex- inclinations,or who shall fraudulently or
liar if he said he had given him any packai
Mrs. Schwartz was present at the
pose the tops of a pair of heavy walk- deceitfullychange a ballot of any elec or ord at the close of its snrvey the pho- 14, and Rev. J. N. Ktark’s son Roy were
ter view and called Watt's attention to the ft
tographic spectra of all those stars, by
ing shoes. A long, loose velvet sack by which snob elector shall be prevented
that she went down town the day ho recelv
which the elements present in them, skating on the Hersey River at Reed City,
from
voting
for
such
candidate
or
candifitted so tightly over the dress that it
the package,and he must recollect that T
when Harry broke through the ice near the
following day Watt am} witness came to Mor
gave the wearer’s figure a barrel- like dates as he intended, shall be deemed nay, the very conditionin which these
and went to the Jail. Witness told Schwai
guilty of a misdemeanor,and upon convic- elements exist, will be written down in shore and was drowned. He had been in
appearance;and a dark green hat of
the resultof his interview, and Schwartzlaugh
tion thereof be fined a sum not exceeding letters and words which (for the as- the water forty minutes, and life was exand said ; "Give me a chance to talk with hit
uncut velvet, its plumage draggled by
one hundred dollars, or imprisonment in tronomer) there is no mistaking. Truly tinct when the bodyias recovered. Roy
and I will get. him around all righ
rain and blown by the wind, was worn tho county jail not exceeding ninetv days,
Watt was then brought into the presence
on a head , that did not suggest famil- or both fine and imprisonment in the dis- a wonderful era of astronomical re- made nn heroic effort to save his drowning
Schwartz, and the latter said, “Newt, doi
search is now beginning. Probably
you recollectthe package I gave you wrapp
iarity with a crown; but the finishing cretionof the court.
companion by taking off his coat and
in brown paper?" Watt replied, "N<
the next half century will reveal more
AFTER
THE
RECESS.
blemish
was
a
huge
muff
Of
royal
erWatt said, "Harry, don’t try to mix r
reaching it to him, but the ice was bo weak
up In this thing; you know 1 am inno’en
After the 6th, when the electionrecess is about the millions of millions of tenmine suspended around the lady’s fat
that it broke, and he narrowly escaped
Schwartz replied: "Newt, if you looked in t
neck by a cord, and, which not being in over, business is expected to move much ants of interstellar space than all the
parcel and found that it containedmoney, an
years
which
have
passed
since Hippar- drowning.
more
rapidly
than
at
any
lime
during
the
line, wabbled helplessly back and forth
becoming alarmed,destroyed it, say so, and
Observer.
chus, noticing a new star, was led to
—The internationalrailroadbridge to bo
will have to make the amount good. * Newts
over her well-rounded body.
swered: “I don’t know where it is." Witne
form the first of all known star cata- bnilt at Sanlt Bte. Marie ac:o s the St.
“
‘Who
is
that
funny,
fussy
woman
?’
told Watt it was in his house Dec. 11, 1»
“Sis,” said a bright Austin youth to his logues.— Com /ii^ Magazine.
Schwartz replied:“Don’t you see he knoi
Mary's River will consistof three sections:
I asked laughingly of my naval escort, sister, who was putting the finishing
more about it than we thought, or I ever to
a British officer.
touches
to
her
toilet,
“you
ought
to
marry
him?" Witness said: "Why can’t you get it
The process of making thimbles is First the drawbridge, with couter pier and
to which Watt replied that he could not if 1
“ 'Good heavens, madam,’ said he, in a burglar.” “What do yon mean by such described as follows; Bright new sil- two abutments, superstructure3tiG feet
was hong. Witness said that Schwartzsaid tl
a low voice, 'that is our gracioussover- nonsense?” “I mean that yon and a burg- ver coins are reduced to ingots by melt- long; second, the bridge over tho main
package conta ned Ko and >1(J0 bills.
lar would get along well together;you have
eign.”’
Far the defense Jonas D. Mead, of Pa
ing in crucibles. They are then rolled channel of the river, nine piers and two
got the false locks and he has got the false
ton, I1L, father-in-law of the prisonerW*
into
the required thickness and cut by abutments; ten spans of superstructure 23'J
was the first witness called to the stan
Ahead of Time.
a stamp into circular pieces of the reto **»l*to« hack pension
“You can’t fight here,” said Officer
Little Dick— “I hop* Canada and this quired size. These circulardisks are feet to center of pier; third, the bridge
$1,007 in June, 18N6, and deposited it, Mss cot
missions, in the Fold . County Bank
Daily as he came upon two men who country will fight.” Mamma— “You mustn't
north of St. Mary’s Island, one pier, two
placed under a sulid metal bar of the
that place. November 11 be sent a draft f
were wrangling on Clinton street the talk that way. ’ “Well, I do hope so. an’
to Watt. He identtfled Watt’a indori
size of the inside of a thimble, whiob, abutments, and two spaas of 101 feet each
I hope this country will get licked like
other day.
mont on the back of the draft
moved by powerful machinery, de- over all. Tbe masonry is to bj that known
The hair cut from Nichole^ head after deal
“Who wants to?” boldly demanded everything.” “Why, Dick, what good scends into a bottomless mold of the as rock-faced ashlar, and tbe concrete used
was Identified for the State by A. L. Lapet
would
that
do?”
“Then
we
wouldn’t
have
one of the twain. .
an undertaker’sassistant . Walker B. Turn*
size of the outside of the thimble and is to be made of tbe best PortlaDd'cemcnt
no more cod-liveroiL”
and Mrs. Nichols. The hair and that found
“You seem to.”
presses the metal into the desired The coping stones and cat- waters are to be
the dead hand of Nichols were then admits
“No, I don’t! I’m simply getting Uncle Sam should postponetlie Canin evidence.
shape at a single blow. The remainchisel-dres-ed.The masonry is all to bo
Quito an array of witnesses,
mad now so as to lick this feller when adian war of conquest for a few years
ing operationsof brightening, polishfrom Philadelphia.Chicago,
becomes
out into the country. "—De- longer. If American bank deposits ‘concompleted
by tbe 15th of November next,
testifiedto the good character
ing, and deeprating are performed by
tinue to be made in Canada Uncle Sam
troit Free Press.
. _
^
and
tho
superstructure
ready for the passage
means rf a lathe.
*n check it out of existence.
of trains fifteen days after.
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many times greater,and two cents a mile made several calls returning toward
now would yield much more than three taking Clarence Irish with him.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

evening

From what we hear we think that the people of
Ottawa will not thank “Andrew" for writing np
travel which a reduction would cause, and their weaknessesand private affaire, but will be
Saturday, April 16, 1887. which of itself would nearly or quite more apt to try and pension him so he will keep
still,or more than that, he may see more etars
make up for the reduced rate.
than "Tugbutton" predicted he would on a former
of letters remaining In the postBy all means reduce the fare to two occasion.
office at Holland, Mich., April 14, 1887: cents.
In view of the Prohibition Amendment being
Paul Bacon, Darid Green, Mrs. C. Fisher,
defeated the people are redoubling their efforts In
temperancework and West Olive not wishing to
Dennis Campbell,John Lamb, Jasper De
be ontdone in this line organised a W. C. T. U.
J. Q. Vaw Putter, P. M.
Sunday evening under the supervision of Mrs.
Ottawa Station,
A dispatch to the Chicago Newt dated
Sarah Benjamin,of Portland, Ionia Connty. She
Moses Buxton is quite sick yet, bat Improving. explained what the organisation had done to the
Brazil, Ind., April 10 says: The Chicago
entire satisfactionof a large andlence."H. A."
Mrs. J. M. Fellows, more then sixty years of
and Indiana Coal railway syndicate, in

WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS

eenta then, to lay nothing of the increased

Editor.

TAILORS and HATTERS.
Dealers in Fine Furnishing, Goods,

Lm

OUT AROUND.

^eln. v

its recent purchase of the Chicago

&

age, was very sick a few flays ago with cronp.

We accept “H. A’s” proposition to establish'a
boundary line, that shall show an equal division
into Chicago where heretofore it has been
of territoryfor us to work In, and promise not to
reaching the city over the track of the transgress,for whenever necessity compels us to
Louisville, New Albany & Chicago road travelin that direction,It always brings to our
from Fair Oaks, sixty-fivemiles distant. mind a line of the poet which eaye:
“Oh! solitadewhere are thy charms."
The extensive shipments of coal will
Mrs. Benjamin,of Ionia, delivered an address
•probably be made over the newly purhere at three o’clock p. m. on Sunday,on the subchased line. The syndicate, it is under- ject of temperance, in connection with the
stood, has also leased the Chicago & West Women's Christian Temperance Union, and orMichigan, with which they connect at ganized a society in this place with fourteen female and lourtcen honorary members. The lecLaCrosse, Ind., and are negotiating for a
ture was one of the best that we hare ever heard.
lease of the Evansville & Indianapolisat
Eastern Illinois, secured

We

-

-

Brazil.

a right of way

Have moved

full line ot

one door east and have opened up a

HjflLTPSJ

at all prices,

and in the latest styles.

There la credible Information to the effect that a

-*»
have just received from A.

Fimisliing Goods of every Description.

certainphysician, livingin this township, said on

W.

or

before the day of election, that if the amend-

ment should be carried,he would issue certificates,
unlimited In number, for twenty-five cents each,
Poore’s Reminisceases and are highly to procure liquor at drug stores. Any one depleased with the work which is a truly siring further Information on this subject, is
valuable addition to our library. To say recommendedto start at the North Holland
CheeBC Factory and go north.
that the “Reminiscences”are interestingly

Mills, Tecumseb, Mich.,

their stock

Ben

Perley

Full Stock of Cloths and Cassiraeres, for Fine
Tailoring trade.

A medern visionary curiosityand expounder of
the Bible, by tho name of Elder Trowbridge,
upon all Ben. Perley Poore’s writings.
stopped upon the rostrum of our schoolhousei t
Free from everything like “fine writing,” half-past ten o'clock a. m. on Sunday last to
The popular New York Ladies' Hat for
the book never descendsto that vulgarity diffuse scripturallight to au audience of twelve
Spring and Bummer. A full line in several
which is so easy to the person who aims persons, lie had the roll all complete of the one
braids and Myles of trimmiug. Various prices.
Unusuallybecoming and highly commended.
to be gossipy, and the reader never is hundred and forty-four thousand spoken of lu
John's Revelations, with his own name heeding
Every lady should see it before buying her
shocked by the laying bare of that part of
tho list. His logic and oratory would indicate
Spring or Summer Hat.
a public man’s privacy which should be that he had just come up out of tho wilderness,
Also many other popular styles of Hats and
held as sacredly as his own. With good where the last forty years of his life had been emBonnets. A good assortment of Tips, Plumes
This powder never varies.A marvel of purity,
ployed
in
collecting
this
knowledge,
and
getting
taste, Mr. Poore has selected from the
sirength and wholesomeness.
More economical
Flowers, Ribbons, Laces, and Spring and
possession of the keys of the kingdom, and of the than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
extentive store of information he has
Summer Millinerygenerally. All direct from
bottomless pit.andof the great chain that is to bind competition with the multitude of low test, short
New York. This insures the latest styles and
accumulated in his many years of close Satan for a thousand years when the proper time wtight alum or phosphatepowders . Bold only in
Rotal Baking Rowdier Co., 106 Wall St.,
the lowest prices.
contact with the leading men and v^omen arrives, all of which are now entrusted to his care. cans.
New York.
50-48w.
of the nation at Washington, and the re- After spending naif an hour or more silting upon
We Invite the ladles to come and examine
the platform cracking Jokes with the audience he
our complete stock of Millinery and Fancy
sult is pleasing, instructive,and useful.
proceededto open the exercises by singingand
Goods, We have also a large lino of Ladles’
prayer, using the Lord’s prayer for the occasion,
. The following are the total results of the
and Misses’ Spring J ackets,at moderateprices.
very much changed by his own improvements
official canvass taken by the county board
that were added . His life thus far has been someof canvassers on Tuesday last:
what eventful as well as remarkable, and he might
L * S. Van den Derge i Co.
For Justices of the Supreme Court for be considered, nsing a plain term, a self-made
The
best place to
the 10 year term— Charles H. Camp re- man, were It not for his own testimony to the conceived 2,133, Charles D. Long 2,760, Sam- trary, which affirmsthat he is here for a great and
uel Clute 325, John C. Blanchard 365.
specialpurpose and is to live on In the present
For Justices of Supreme Cotirt for 8 form for ever and ever. He presumes to repre•ywrs— Levi T. Grifflu 2,201, Jas. V. sent In a consolidated form all that Is contained
The finest full-blooded Norman stel'.ions, coal- Is the FavoriteHome Journal of Befinefi
Campbell 2,678, Noah W. Cheever 325, In the present, past, and future of the twelve tribes
black, 3 years old, will be at the following places
American FamUies Everywhere, and
O’Brien J. Atkinson 383.
of Israel, and is the one mortal mortal that was
during the season of 1887:
the only Dally Illustrated NewsFor Regents of the University— Chris- not born to die. Therefore a thousand years
One always at the Siableof H. Roone, Holland.
paper Published in the World.
hence
in
the
coming
time,
the
existing
generation
tian Vanderveen2,334, Charles Hebard
The other on Mondays at East Saugaluck,at G.
2,568, David Preston 325, Rafus F. will enjoy, as we do now, the benefitof his wisdom For Men, Boys, and Children, il. Brink’s; Tuesdaysat Fillmore Center, at H. J.
It Circulates in Every State and TerriSprague 2,139, Roger \V. Batterfield2,478, and bis counsel, and the influence of his exalted
Klomparens’place; Wednesdays at Drenthe, at H.
tory of the Union. It May be Found
Amherst B. Cheeney 328, Wm. II. Millar vlrtaes and high moral character,and he will then
Bakker’splace; Thursday afternoonsand Friday
•ALSOon News-Stands in Every Large
^59, Wm. G. Baumgardner 364.
appear wearingthe same little cap, ornamented
forenoons at Zeeland, at Van Eencraam’s place;
City. The Vast Body of its
with
the
same
little
narrow
yellow
band.
Mr.
For Circo’it Judge— Dan J. Arnold
Friday evenings and Saturday forenoonsat North
Subscribers are People of
2,777, Robt. W. Duncan 2,135, blank 34. Trowbridgewas formerly a resident of this place,
Holland, at Wabeke's farm.
Wealth and Culture.
and a little of his biography,while living here,
BOONE & HELLENTHAL.
Phohlbitory Amendment— Yes, 2,829,
may be of some Interest to the general reader,
Holland, Mich., April 6,
10 3m.
oo, 3,043.
Ho Ollier Dally PoMistel ia Hew York
that have had the honor of his acquaintanceelseSalaries amendment— Yes, 1,090, no,
ANDwhere. We will commence at that point where
City bas aa Large a Hail Circalafloa.
1.993.
he deserted his first wife, a woman pronouncedby
The Southern Ottawa County Teachers’ all who knew her to have been highly esteemed
on account of her excellent qualities of mind and
Association will hold its next meeting at
character. Without troubling himselfabout a
Jamestown Center, Mich., on Friday, divorce be soon engaged himself again, and went
—IS AT
There is hardly a Post-officein the
May 13th, 1887, at 7 o’clock, p. m.,and on through an informal ceremony of marriage. In
-AT
THE
United States where at least a
Saturday,May 14th, at 9 o’clock,a. m., the course of time this second woman died;
HI
leaving severalsmall children.His grief was so
few copies are not received
it will openp its semi-annual meeting for
intense that he affirmsthe Lord gave him a comeach week by subscribers.
Holland City Butter Tull Factory.
the election of officers for the ensuing mission to go almost immediatelyin search of anIt embraces tho Best Featuresof ‘The Daily
Second door east of Post-office.
term. It will be guided in its discussions other,to bind up his wounded bleedlug heart. He
Graphic," pictorialand literary, for the preceding
soon
found
a
little
girl
of
fourteen
in
this
vicinity
six days. It is the largest first-class
Illustrated
by the following programme:
Holland, Mich., April 13, 1887. 11-ly,
Bolts to be 32 inches in lenelh, left Weekly issued,is sold for half the price of its
that he claimed as tho object of promise. The
1. Recitation,by Miss Maggie J. Bi!z,
rivals,
contains
the
latest
news
and
market
reround from seven inches to nine inches iu
news of the affair caused somethingof a sensation
ports, and is acquiring a phenomenal circulation.
.New Holland.
in the neighborhood,and a goodly number of Richest Humorous Booh of the Age, diameter, above that to be split in two.
2. Teacher’s Library.— What hoiks Genti\es, in war paint and feathers, assembled
and periodicalsshould it contain ? By Mrs. around the home of the infant for the purpose of
IS
A. V. Weatherwax,Jenlsonville.Dis- having an interview. This somehow reminded
Price will
cussion by Milan J. Coburn, New Holby Josiah Allen’s Wife. Mies Holly spent
Bd. of pressing business elsewhere by way of a ail last season amid the whirl of fashion at Saraland.
ill
be
Paid.
certainpiece of woods near by. The race and the toga, and lakes off its follies, flirtations, low neck
3. Advanced reading, by Mr. Albert J. chase that followed was an exciting one. One dressing, pug dogs, etc. , in her inimitable mirthFrom time to time we Issue Special Editions
J. VAN PUTTEN A CO.
provokingstyle. The book is profuseluillustrated
illustrating
the industriesand business opportuni• Dann, Forest Grove. Discussion by Miss
aspect of the Issue was bright, while the other by Or«B the renowned artist of Puck. Will sell
Holland,
Mich.
Jan. 14,1887. 50 3m. ties ol cities,towns and localities throughouttho
Christina Ten Have, Holland.
was good-bye John. Consequently that field of Immensely. Price $2.50.
country. At present we are preparing a California
Edition of 100,000 copies.
4. Essay on eye and ear, by Dr. B. B. operation was abandoned and another informal
awGodfrey, Hudsonville.
ceremony of marriage was performed the next
Agents wanted to canvass for subscriptions lit
every part of tho world, to whom a large com5. Decimal fractions, by Mr. M. L. day In an open field In the rear of George Trowmission will be paid.
Bacon, Hudsonville. Discussion by W. bridge’s bam on account of its advantagesas a
Send for sample copy.
place of safety, George Trowbridge officiating.
H. Linderman, Jamestown Center.
Or, do yon suffer from Indescribable fccilnes,
both mental and physical! Have you overworked, For rates and other information address
<1. Recitation, by Mr. L. Reuse, New Ed. had ordained him in order to qualify him for
theactonthisoccasirn. But that fond Motheror from other cause, become debilitated. Do you
Holland.
DEALERS IN
in-law of his has now discarded him, denyinghim
CO.,
lack ambition,strength and vitality rrom anv
Each member of the Associationis reeither food or shelter: and now we hear somecausef If8oalfilc:ed,orifyou are troubledwith
39 &
Park Place N. Y.
quested to make a special preparationfor thing said about eggs In connectionwith his apdisease of any nature, send a self-addressed

written is to repeat the general verdict

“THE LAUREL HILL.”

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

Come and See

“THE LAUREL hill.”

buy

1

|

Marcus and Dick. THE DAILY GRAPHIC

READY-MADE

CLOTHING,

.-

HATS

and CAPS,

-

Gents’ Furnishing Goods

—

1887.

White Ash Bolts
WAIN-TIE ID mi

MI

WE

--

THERE

Samantha at Saratoga!

NO

BETTER

The Highest

|y BRIGHT

Are You Nervous?

Van Duren Bros.

general discussions of

the

following

topics: Teacher’s Library, Advanced
Heading, and Decimal Fractions.

fy

pearance to preach here again, but do not feel inclined to say whether it refers to the price or
quality,or whether they were to be cooked or
taken raw, bnt presume that the design may be
considered a treat, but for our own part wo would

Order of Executive Committee.

Reduce the Railroad Fare to Two Cents.

The new commerce law

is proving a

blessing to the railroads. Every paper is
filled with reports

of freight rates being

add to her other attraction*by a public museum
or zoologicalgarden at any time la the near fu-.
tare, on her opportanityto procure a valuable
epeclmen not belonging to any class of fossils.
End of Vol. I. If this should be succeeded by
other volumesIt is to be hoped that they may appear over the signature of & more able historian.

raised. The law prevents railroads from

“Andbiw.”

ruinous competition, and they will thereby largely increase iheir

profits.

by their own statemenU,the
railroads will gain an immense amount
Then,

bf

too,

the abolition of passes. A general

passenger agent the other day told the
writer that one editor had used three
hundred dollars worth of transportation
on his road in 1886.
It is right that the

public should share

the benefitsenjoyed by the railroads,and
the quickest way to accomplishthat is to

pass the

bill

now pending in the Legisla-

ture, to reduce passenger rates to two

West

BOOTS,
SHOES,

THE AMERICAN GRAPHIC
41

stamped envelope, with descriptionof case, for full AGENTS WANTED to , *#ll "REMlNISCENSES"
informationconcerningProf. €01118’ 'TOZONE of 60 YEARS in th« NATIONAL METROPOLIS.
TREATMENT."It is endorsed by the clergy,
the press, the medical professionand all intelligent

A

ETC., ETC.,

Always have a

Won-

large assort-

Y.

form In this place.

Weath#rfor correspondingweek In 1886 very
similar to this week.
Mr. Davidson and Mrs. Millar departed Tuesday
for Maamee County, Ohio.
Mrs. Mayo arrived borne Tuesday after a visit of
severalweeks at Fillmore.
Spring work is fairly under way and Straw Hats
have made their appearance.
Georgia, the 8-monthi old daughter of Q. Hyde,
died Wednesday night, the 6th Inst. The funeral
was held at the boose Thursday at 8 p. m.,
Baldwin Deadly, of Ottawa, officiating.

I

ment of Goods on hand.

Olive,

Frank Swift visitedfriends here on Monday.
Abe Peck and family can now be found at their

SBEN PERLEY POORE

persons who have investigated its merits. A $5
Treatment deliveredfree to one person in every Illustratingtho Wit, Humor, and Eccentricitiesof
richly illustown. Give both express and postofllceaddress, noted celebritiesand enclose 50 cents to cover charges, boxing and trated treat of Inner society Eistory, from “ye
olden time" to the wedding of Cleveland.
delivering.In ordering ask for Treatment “B."
derfully Popular- Agents report rapid
Address Curtis losone Co., Wletlng
'Address for circular and terms,
Block. Syracuse »N.
5-4mog. A- W* MILLS, Tecumseb, Mich. Mt

We make

J.

albeItT undertaker,

a Specialty

EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

of Custom Work.

'REPAIRINGNeatly and promptly executed.

VAN DUREN BROS.
Three doors

east of Post-office.

Holland, Mich., April

13,

1887.

18-tf.

Arnold, of Olive Center, was In town
Monday with some good substantialrocking chairs
Of course the railroads will cite their of his own make. Several of our dtlsens availed 5000 Agents Wanted! Donble Qnick! to Sell
official reports to show that they can’t themselves of the opportunityof buying a good
Alex,,

cents per mile.

niford it. But every

man who

ia not a

fool understandsthat those official reports
ore

made

to conceal facts instead of to re-

weal them.

The

when

three cent rate was made years ago,
population was sparse and business

limited. Travel and Traffic have become

chair.

We

are

BEECHER

glad to hear that "Andrew”was blessed

with a prayer-meeting.We

hope that he may

learn to take en active part in them and pray In a
manner that may avail more than his prayers did
for the amendment.
Ben. and Adella Avery returned from a week's
visit to their parents In Uoll end-township.
Misses
Anna and Eunice Avery accompanied them and

infinitelytbe most valuable because coming so
closely from tbe family circle and by a master

hand engaged in a “Labor of Love." Richly
Illaetrated, -Steel

Ac.

Portrait,
Will sell immensely. Millionswant thia standard Life of the
greatestPreacher and Orator of the age. Quick is
tbe word. Territory in preaf demand. Send for
circularsand 50 cents for oatfit to A. W. MILLS,
Fab.; Tecumseb, Mich.

_

Will take charge of and manage Funerals, will furnish Hearse, Hack and Carriages;also keeps on
band a large and very finelotof Caskets and Coffins.. Embalmingand preserving of corpses
skillfully performed, Funerals in the country will be promptlyattended to at the
-V
same rate as those in tbe city.

BURIAIi 81111017338. ALIi SIZES.

Oar Magazines for April.

my

" 'Yes, sir; that’s

The Century tof h^x\\ Is an unusually

name,’ rtplled

JUST LOOK THESE OVER.

Phillips,with characteristic blandnesa of
voice.

excellent number. The "Life of Lincoln*

Marble Works.

City Lota For Sale.

want you to understand, 1 have a number of desirable city loti
sir, that there are no slaves up north here. for sale, at very low prices, for 80 days.
ment” (that is to say, the Kansas difficulYou have no right to go about raising dis- Payments can be made monthly, with
ties). Lincoln's opinions and positions In
discount for cash. Apply on Saturday, to
turbances and deliveringunpleasant lecregard to slavery are fully set forth, partly
y
J. C. Post.
tures. Why don’t you go down south and
In extracts from bis speeches. The sub-

"The

is devoted to

"Well, sir;

Territorial Experl*

I

at

lecture?’

Meat Markets.
Oommiiiion Merchant.

are: "Lincoln and Trumbull,’*
Owners.
" ‘Sir,’ said Phillips,half rising in his
"The Border Ruffians,'* "The Bogus
Sealed proposalswill be received
VA5. 5?I5KN * VAN D*R VEER, First
seat, 'you are a minister of the Gospel are
Drugs and Mediclnei.
M®*t Market. Choice meats always
Laws,” and "The Topeka Constitution.”
for the exclusive ferry privilege beyou not?’
on baud. Eighth etreet, near
y
The Illustrations Include portraits of
tween the docks of the Park Associ- CEKp*LTu 8T0RE'Kr"”"* 4
‘“Yes, sir.’
Millinery.
Trumbull, Judd, B. C. Cook, Cassius M.
ations for the season of 1887. All
" 'It is your mission to save souls from
Clay, Benton, Lovcjoy, Eli Thayer, An
bidders must state the amount they
hell, is it not?’
drew H. Reeder, and the Rev. Thomas
are willing to pay for this privilege, *Dd DomMUcClg»ri.mPt>r‘ed K”r W',t" ‘Yes, sir.’
streets
1 “ lh®
C*r- E,*hlh Md Cedtr
Johnson, and drawings of pre-emption
name of steamer and number of pas- CCl^OUTES. P J M. n., proprietor of First
" ‘Then, why don’t you go there?’
houses and other buildings of importance
Waro P”1* Store, i reecripttona carefully
sengers they are licensed to carry.
Photographers.
compounded day or night. Eighth street. 3
"In the tumult of laughter that followed
in the history of the struggle for Kansas.
All communications should be adIJURQESS, A. M. Best
the minister grabbed his valise and fled to
Best cabinet photos, made
The paper in the War series is this month
dressed to John C. Post, Sec’y M.
In city only 13.00 per
"tr do*. Views taken ont
another m. -PhiladelphiaTimes.
o busside
on
short
notice.
Elg
^hth etreet.
contributed by General D. H. 11111, and
P-^ A., Holland, Mich. Rights to
deals with "Chickamauga,— the Great
reject .any and all bids reserved.
Free Trade.
and bookeellcre.
Battle of the West.” It is iully illustrated
The reduction of internal revenue and Proposals will bo received up to
,n<1 COm|,l"°’ cor El“h,h
with maps and with portraits of Bragg, the taking off of revenue stamps from April 25th, 1887.
Dry Goods and Groceries.
Physicians.
M. D. Tolfobd, President,
Thomas, Brannan, Bushrod, Johnson, I roprletaryMedicines, no doubt has
largely benefittedthe consumers, as well
TYhEMBRS, H... Physicianand Surgeon, ResLytle, Granger, Hindman, and Garfield,
W. M. P. A.
as relieving the burden of home manuHeber
Walsh,
President,
and with drawings of Lee and Gordon’s factures.Especially is this the case with
Offleehours from ll
m. to 12 m.,and from
to Gp.m
Mills, Alexander’sBridge, Crawfish Green's August Flower and Doschee's Ger-

Steam Boat

titles

v

Fleh.

C

h

‘

.DdBwSte*

w

rr

a.

Springs, the Ross and Snodgrass houses,

•

and with other pictures relating to the
campaign. Gen. Hill comjg^nded a confederate corps in this battle. Gen. Rose
crans, who commanded the Union army,
will contribute to the May Century an
accouut of the campaign against Bragg.
In "Memoranda on the Civil War” are
short communications from Gen. J. S.
Fullerton on ‘‘the Reserve Corps at
Chickanihuga,” and from Dr. W. M.
Polk on General Polk’s action

same

in the

St. Nicholas,

eral

— "The Story of the Merri-

K0?.'1’'

the Monitor,” the first of Gen-

Adam

Badeau's

“War

stories for

is

one

completely

Chester, Geo. D. Porter, D.

all

disease and pain ’’

Crockery,George Shears, R.

of

Georgetown, Robert Alword, R.

W

Grand Haven city, Mayor, Thos. W.
Siceptuasnights, made miserable by that terrible
coutfk. Shiloh’sCure la the remedy for you
Nicholas. Another,but of a more peace- Kirby.
City
ful type, is a charming article on "HarvC h! LdiTfi BhrCh 1 nnd !,wcet nrea,h 8ecu red.
1st and 2nd wards, Robt. Radeke, R.
ny sniioh a CatarrhRemedy. Price 50 cents
Nasal Injector free. For aale by Yatea & Kane
row on-ihe-Hlll,” number three of the
3rd and 4th Wards, 8. Stuvoling, D.
"four great English Schools,” which Mr.
Grand Haven, Henry Soul, R.
Rheumatism and catarrh, caused by
and Mrs. Pennell’s graceful pencil and
Holland city, Mayor, P. H. McBride, R.
pen are making so attractiveto American
KpD.rlirUPledbl00ll'CUredbyAyer'"
Supervisor, Geo. Van Duren, R.
boys and girls. There are other articles
Holland, W. Diekema, R.
b

Second Hand Store.

r;.h* a.” ProPr,e,or of the Phanlx
Merohan5^P£?hD,!^r®?Dd d?aI" In General
anu iemn streets, n

the prominent features of the April St.

and ^ncy Goods,
"0rk' E,*hth 8lreel opposite

iaAfci^'’i?CialUu-ln.Notlon9

Rail

1

Watches and Jewelry.

S

Fire and Life Insurance.

’

in prose

and in

Miller,

who

Monkeys”; by

verse,

by Olive Thorne

who tells of
an adventurewith a real king; by Frank
Dempster Sherman, who opens the number with “An April Jester”;by N. P.
Babcock, who has a novel nonsensepoem;
and by Tobe Hodge, Celia Thaxter,
Sydney Dayre, Susan Hartley Swett,
Mary E. Bradley, and others.
DemoretVs Monthly.
main; or

a

Olive, John

A, M. Bagby,

—

"Allan

W. Norrlngton,R.

—

»

his great dlscoreryof

dreadful disease can be qnlckljand permanently

cured.

all

Miscellaneous.

ESS™-"--1*

CITfactuwof’^PnH,r^kHr’proP^etor. manuof

makes no differenceIf the case has become chronic, orj medicines have failed, Ithe

flrsSKnr

- |»il|roto.

ar,t7 aDd 8CVeral other brand.

It

WAuSerFLR0n0 4

“IOZONE TREATMENT,”will cure It every L,.
Zeeland, C. Den Herder, R.
I Ii neWur drwjs nor snuff, and should not be
Politicallythe Board will stand 15 Re- c.assedwith pafent nostrums. To introducethis
publicans and 5 Democraticand Green- new treatmenton Us merits, we will deliver,

/m

charges prepaid, one regular $5 Treatment
any catarrh sufferer in the United States,

Frowning City,” the new story

In

Flonr Mills.

Spring Lake, Euno Pruim, D.
Wright, Ben Lauback, R.

Cor“cr °f

“IOZONE,” that this

Talmadge, C. C.

Lillie, R.

^'ers

wmv

Prof, pnrtls has thoroughlydemonetrated by

Robinson, Chas. Clark, R.

4

t0r°’ Carta,nB* Wall Paper
carpets, Picture Frames,etc.; River St.

— —
—
CATARRH CURED.

Polkton, E. Thayer, R.

^

Furniture.

Carneu pfr?nfrf

back.

Quarter-

l^djawnwl?0’ Wat?hmaker' Jeweler,and

."eiKJS.^

MBl^^0U'r.ER

Jamestown, Gardiner Avery, D.

writes about "Working

“V&o-

SS3i,r

Try a
Kano WEChea^

only 50 cents at Yates &
Holland,and A. Do Kruif, Zeeland.
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buy her dress patterns for herself and scription. Miss Holly spent all last season Apples,70c; Beans, $1.25’ Bnttet 20c- R™.
Uc: Honey, 14c; Onions, 60c; PotatoesTsOc
children, as they are furnished free, and amid the whirl of fashion at Saratoga, and
Grain, Feed, Etc.
in any size required. The small sub- takes off its follies, flirtations,pug dogs,
(WHOLISALK.)
scription price (|2) saves hundreds of dol- low necked dressing, etc., etc., in a style
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A perfectlysound body and a mind un- 85c, Oats, W cts.; I oari Barley, w iqo lbs as noDemorest, 17 East 14th Street,New York. impaired are possible only with pure
blood. Leading medical authorities in- ear,’ 33c. ’ 7*' Lanca8ter Red, 76c Corn
Another Art Craze.
dorse Ayer’s Sarsaparillaas tbe best blood
n ,
RBTAIL.
60c; Bran, » 100 lbs.,85c- Bariev »
The latest art work among ladies is purifying medicines in existence. It 100Buckwheat,
lbs., Si. 25; Clover seed, |1 lb., |4.50- corn
known as the "French Craze,” for decor- vastly Increases the working and proaian
ti95C ,,00?; Corn, ehelled,45c;’ Flour
ating china, glassware, etc. It is some- ductive powers of both baud and brain.
thing entirely new, and is both profitable
@ $11.00;kiddllnj, * ITOlbB, flb-c
Oats, 88c;
and facinating.It is very popular in
Roll of Honor of DistrictNo. 0, townTimothy,
New York, Boston and other Eastern ship of Holland, for the month ending
cities. To ladies, desiring to learn the April 8: Sarah Nichols, Agnes Riley,
Art, we will send an elegant china Reka Bchreur, Wybe Dykema, Lena
placque (size 18 inches,) handsomely Dykema, Tim Plagweyer,Nora Covy,
§ttsi«ew liwrtoftj.
decorated, for a model, together with box Nellie Van der Vusse, Minnie Dekker,
of material, 100 colored designs assorted Orie McFall, Delbert Sherman, Bennie
Attorneysand JustiolB.
in flowers, animals, soldiers,land-scapes, Van Dam, John Bos, Henry Meeboer,
etc., complete, with full instructions, Garret Van Dam, Nellie De Feyter, Bert
lyBREMA Q.J., Attorney at Law. Collections
upon receipt of only $1.00. The placque Van der Vusse, Ryk Dykema, Garret Van
attended to. Offlce, Van der
Veen's
block, Eighth street.
alone is worth more than tbe amount der Vusse, Nathan Nienhuls, George
charged. To eyery lady ordering this Kent, Henry Kent.
outfit who enclosestbe address of five
Mbs Alice Caswell, Teacher.
other ladies interestedin the art matters,
to whom we can mail our new catalogue
Either run a town with vim or sell out
of Art Goods, we will enclose extra and
without charge, a beautiful80 Inch, gold- and leave it. One of two things must’ be River streets.
tinted placque. . Addres,
done— run your town for all it is worth or
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Joseph Howard, Jr., the widely
known journalist and intimate friend of
Henry Ward Beecher for the past fifty
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.‘“You’re Wendell Phillips, are you?’ Hubbard Bros., in another column of the
yelled tbe minister half turning in his News and wilt no doubt be sold on subseat.
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VABKEB GBUDOE.

meant

Old Fanner Grudge waa determinedto trudge
In the aame old wav that hie father went ;
To toil and to Blare, to pinch and to save
Kor to spend on pleasurea single cent.
Bis tools were few, and rnsty, too,
For want of the needed drop of oil,
That creaky and slow they were forced to go,
And added much to his daily toil.

to have had a different parting, but | she thought he had forgotten her, and has
she has willed otherwise;he holds her hand been teaching herself to give him up,
an instant in his, says “Good-bye," the knowing that it is her own fault that she
words half choking him, and she is gone.
has lost his love. Had she been less bitter
A week later she is back in her old place, and cold he would have spoken before he
teaching a score of yellow- haired children; parted. His letter is like a cup of water
she is more lovely than ever, more bitter held to thirsty lips. Fearful of betraying
than ever; she has not dqpe right, she is how much she cares for him, she writes
not doing right; how can she be happy?
briefly:
*
“You mny come. I could not forgot you. Orna’

• * • • * •',*

His crops were scant, for ho would not plant
Enough to cover his narrow field ;
Alfred Crosbv and Philip Garrick are
But grumbled and growledand always scowled
At harvest over the meager yield.
sitting by the lake. Alfred and Philip ore
And from the paltry store on too threshing old friends.
'

floor,

Alfred breaks the silence by remarking,
“It strikes me, Phil, that this trip has not
benefitedyou; you are pale and thin; you
look us if you had the dyspepsia, or were
Old Farmer Grudge was a doleful drudge,
in love. Honor bright,old fellow, did you
And in his dwellingand on his land
Twas plain to be seen he was shrewd and keen fall in love while out of my sight?”
And managed all with a miserly hand.
“Suppose I did, what then?" asks Philip.
There was little wool, there was little food ;
“But who on earth could you have met
Oh, bare, indeed, was the pantry shelf,
here to captivoteyou? Was it n daughter
Since he took no hoed to another's need.
Bo he waa warmed and well fed himself.
of that noble gipsy, or a Norwegian girl?
They are about all the women I’ve seen
The wife, it is true, would soimp and screw,
since I startedon this trip.”
Piece and patch and in some way plan,
“Oh, quit your nonsense!” replies Philip.
As women will with amazing skill.
Who is tied for life to a stingy man ;
“I stayed a month at Stony Point before
JBut oh, how she sighed for the things denied,
coming here, if you chooso to remember.”
’ The boons and comfort ; and larger life
“But, my dear boy, there was nobody
Of which she dreamed and for which she
there.”
schemed
When consenting to bo Former Grudge'swife
“On the contrary, there were many nice
people there, among them a Miss Holme,
But Farmer Grudge not on inch would budge
who was exceptionally‘nice.’”
From the path his penuriousfathertrod ;
“Oh, the mischief!” springingoff his
But, though very rich, would work in a ditch
All day and at dusk in the corner would nod ;
feet. “What does she look like? Describe
And his girls and his boys, bereft of the joys
her?”
That others had, were disposed to roam,
Mr. Garrick wonders if any one can do
And to spend, profuse, nor to put to use
that adequately, but ho says, “She is slenThe lessons they had been taught at home.
—Kentucky Lit* Stock Record.
der and pelite, has the smallest hands I
ever saw, great gray eyes, chestnut hair,
and the coldest,haughtiest manner I ever
observed. She is certainlyout of her eleHEIRESS.
ment; she is teaching a conntry school.”
“Well,” remarks Alfred, “did she wear
BY DAISY MURDOCK.
any jewelery— anything noticeable I

From

gaping mow and neglected bin.
Would voices cry as he passed them by :
•You cant take out what you don't put in,”

STORY OF AN

“What do you think is Tennyson’s most
beautiful sentiment, Miss Holme?” Philip
C&rriok inquires.
“Ask me what is the truest^ perhaps I
could answer,” the reply.
“Well, what is the truest, then?”

mean?”

“She always wears a bine enamelled
watch set with diamonds,”returns Philip.
“I noticed it because country scbool-teachers don’t generally possess watches

worth a

hundred pounds.”
“I shonld think not!” returns Alf, “Well,

•'A sorrow's crown of sorrows is remembering my boy, I am convinced that sho is Baron
happierthings.'”
Payne’s niece, and heiressto all his propPhilip Garrick is surprised. Orna Holme erty. He lives at St Bride’s; when 1 was
is a bright, saucy brunette, small and delithere last winter she was a great belle. She
cate; he does not understand what a wotook immensely,just because sbo was so
man like her need know of sorrow, and he utterly indifferent to everybody. The
Bays as much.
Baron has a nephew who is a gambler
“It would not interest you to know what
and everythingelse that’s bad; he paid
trouble I may have had, Mr. Garrick,” she assiduous court to Miss Holme, and
ays, coldly. “Every one has some troubles, met with no success. He wanted the girl’s
and they only increase by repetition;be- money— she has plenty in her own right
tides, one's confidant is always more or and Orna hated him. Finally,one night,
less bored, though politeness may keep he proposed; she rejected him scornback all signs of weariness.”
fnlly. She is younger than she looks, ed-

—

Philip looks at her in wonder. Her ucated

eves are dark with grief, passion, regret.
What is it? bhe puzzles him exceedingly.
Never in his thirty rears of life, during
which he has seen the women of every
land, has he met one who so thoroughly
interests and mystifieshim as this one.
They ore in a boat; the wenthat is perfect Philip thinks he would be perfectly
happy if he knew that this girl cared one
iota for him; and this he does not seem
likely to learn speedily, for she is armed
with arrows of sarcasm, which she uses
occasionally,and is encased in an armour
of indifference,which he has as yet been
unable to penetrate.
Presently he remarks, reading her name
in the volume of “Tennyson” lying on the
seat close beside him, “‘Orna’— what a
pretty name!”
“Do you think so?” she asks. “It has
always worried me, fearing people would
think it an abbreviation for ‘Ornament.’ ”
They are floating along in shallow water
near the shore, and Miss Holme reaches
out and gathers the lily leaves that lie all
around them; it is too late in the season
for flowers.
“How beautiful she is!" Philip thinks,
watching the little white hands os she
gathers the wet leaves.
She is pole and calm, intent on her occupation; she seems almost oblivious of
the man who, resting his oars, sits watching her.
It is an entirely new experiencefor
|

Philip Garrick. Hitherto he has been
fought after, flattered, and made much of
by the belles of society; but here, in this
Essex village, he has met a lady who
is utterly indifferent to him, and, man-like,
having found a woman who does not care
for him, he proceeds straightway to fall in
love with her.
Ho has not known Miss Holme long,
and of her family and past history he
knows nothing. He has come to this little
village, intending to make it his headquarters while he spends a few weeks in
little

in a convent in France, and not
very well versed in the ways of the world.
The scoundrel, furions at having failed,
turned on her, told her she was a pauper,
that she had no claim to Baron Payne’s
bounty, being only a waif he had cared for,
and there is no knowing what else he may
have said. She must have been nearly distracted. Keeuly sensitive and terribly
proud, strancely enough she never stopped
to question what he told her, but, taking a
few things that were her own, among them
the watch which had been her mothers, she
left the house that night, leaving a note to
the effect that she would not trespass any
longer on the Baron’s bounty. The Baron
was frantic. He confrontedhis nephew
the next morning, and the coward owned
up to enough to make the old man forbid
his ever entering the house again. Search
for Miss Holme had been fruitless. It is
marvelousthat you, of all people, should
have found her out and fallen in love.”
“I didn't say I had fallen in love,” said
Philip, testily.
“No, bnt yonr appearance indicates that
fact. I shall telegraph her nncle as soon as
we reach cilivization, the old Baron will be
overjoyed.”

It has been a hot day,

uncommonly

so for

September,and Orna Holme, trudging along the dusty road homeward, feels
weary and heart-sick.
Teaching conntry children is hardly a
congenialoccupation for a girl brought up
as an heiress, and this day had been an unusually wearisome one.
Mrs. Dean meets her at the door.
“There is a gentleman in the sittingroom waiting for yon,” she Buys;’and Orna,
her heart fluttering strangelywith the hone
that it may be Philip Garrick,enters the
room, and confronts her nncle.
“Uncle! Oh, nncle!”
She is clasped in his arms, and a torrent of tears keeps back all further words.
Having grown calmer, the Baron tells
her how Alfred Crosby had telegraphed
late

hunting and fishing. He has engaged
rooms at a private house, and has there of her whereabouts, and how ho had
met Orna Holme. She teaches a little travelednight and day to reach her.
“Why did yon do this?” he says, reeountrv school a mile from her lodging.
So they have been together more or less
for some time; but Orna's vacation is drawing to a close, and this golden September
day is one of the last which they can have
all to themselves.
“Don’t you dread going back to drill A
B C's into the heads of those Vouug savages?" Philip asks.
“Certainly not; 1 like to teach. Furthermore, I teach in order to get a certain
amount of money with which to purchase
things essential to the, comfort of a lady of
the nineteenth century."
Philip makes no reply, but he wishes be
bad not asked the question. She can certainly be very explicit when she chooses.

proachfully.“Could yon not have trusted
me, and rested in my love?”
“But he told me that yon had said to him
in the presenceof others that I was not
yonr niece, and that when I was married
yonr duty towards mo would be discharged.
Little by little the Baron convinces the
high-tempered, foolish girl how wrong she
has been, what danger she might have
fallen into by her romantic escapade: and
when, the next day, having procured a
substituteto tench the tow-headedchildren,
he starts home with her; it is a very penitent as well as happy little lady who sits
beside him.

They both wonder how Alfred Crosby
PresentlyMiss Holme glances at her
watch. As she does so, diamonds flash in traced her, but it is not till long afterward

the sun.
“It is nearly tea-time. Mr. Garrick,"she
says, “shall we return?"
“I think I should like to drift this way
forever,"he soys.
. “Oh, no, you wouldn't!”she returns.
“There is a dam two miles below here, and,
if you undertook to drift ever as we are
drifting now, you might drift into eter-

that they learn.

Philip Garrick means to forget the girl
who has treated his love so coldly,bnt to
resolve is one thing, and to forget another.
He devotes himself to his profession,bnt
hard work prodnc«sweariness, not forgetfulness.
And Orna— her heart fails her when she
remembers her systematic coldness toward
one to whom she finds she has given her
love, withont any premedilationon her
part. Society welcomes her back with
open arms, and open siege is made for the
capture of her heart; bnt it is useless.
One day a letter is brought to her, and
she hesitates before opening vthe thick,
creamy envelope, Having done so, she

the trouble,but concludedthe well wav
deep as was claimed. After considerable trouble the experts found and broke
How They Bid Business— A Bottom- an arched trap, and then had no trouble
about finding out the actual depth. When
less Artesian Well-Over 300
they drew out their line they found attached to it the one Klehm had used. On
Indictments.

CHICAGO BOODLERS.

of
as

this work the county has been saved $5,000.

Vouchersfor

The Members of the Grand Jury As- payment has

this amount were issued, but
been stopped.

Two days later Miss Holme goes down to
tonished at the Conuty Rotthe drawing-room to meet Mr. Garrick. He
tenness.
TRUTH STRANGER THAN FICTION.
said iu his letter that he would be patient
and wait, but a man’s love is never patient,
and he has waited too long already. PerThe indictments recently found against Strange Story of the Life of William
haps somethingin the sweet face as she
gives him her hand tells that he need wait present and former Commissionersof Cook
Kissane, a CaliforniaMillionno longer, for he looks down into her eyes County number 200, and against wardens
aire.
and says gravely without preface, “Will
and
contractors 102. About sixty men
you be my wife?11
And at last she yields, a prisoner of love. have been indicted. Followingis a partial
Indicted for Forgery in 1854, Tried for
list

Parisian Advertising

Lists.

Paris about dozen
bureaux (Tetri lures or
maisons de publicite. Their main
business consists in addressing envelopes or wrappers for price lists and
wrappers. Their principal clients are
There are

in

offices called

the large drapers’ shops; financial concerns about the periods of public loans
and the launching of joint stock companies ; proprietors of patent medicines,
dentists’ and perfumers. But side by
side with their principal clientele they
have others, special and almost incredible patrons. . The bureau d'ecritures,
if it be worth anything, is sure to
possess lists of addressesof the various
social categories. The advertiser wishes
to submit something to a certain class
of the inhabitants, to a certain series
of traders, to a community of artists.
The office invariably supplies him with
the list suited to his purpose. Of course,
there is nothing surprising in that.
With the aid of a directory, intelligently gone through, such documents
may be compiled. But there are others
the drawing up of which absolutelyrequires genius— such as, for instance,a

:

Connty Commissioners D.

J.

Wren,

Incendiarism in 1857, Now a Prom25 indictments; J. J. McCarthy, 20; G. C.
inent Business Mam
Klehm, 19; R. S. McClanghrey, 14; R. M.
Oliver, 11; G. Geils, 9; G. Gasselman,
8; ex- Commissioners C. F. Lynn, 24;
The life of William K. Rogers, or WillJ. E. Van Pelt, 18
J. Hannigan,
iam Kissane, a wealthy citizen of Califor17 ; M. W. Leyden, 17 ; M. WasBerman, 10; Adam Ochs, 8; employes nia, has been a strangelyromantic one, and
W. J. McGarigle, 24; H. A. Varnell, 23; the circumstances or incidents surrounding
E.. S. McDonald,8; Edward Phillips, 3; it read more like the creative fancies of a
Janitor Gunderson, 3; Prank Murphy, 2; fiction writer than actual occurrences in
contractorsJ. Costelloe,11; F. W. Bipper, real life. The facts surrounding his strange

;

William Harley, 2; W.
H. Gray, 1; Chris. Kelling, 1; James Murray, 1; M. Hennessy, 1; John Buckley, 1;
P. Mahoney, 1; J. J. Hayes, 1; E. K.
Brainerd, 1; C. O. Hansen, 1; L.’T. Crane,
1; J. H. Carpenter, 1; R. K. Warner, 1; A.
J. Walker, 1; L. Windmueller,1.
“The thing is corrupt from top to bottom,” said one of the late grand jurors.
“There is no honesty among the Commissioners outside of those recently elected,
and there is no honesty among their employes and appointees.Where they can’t
steal in a large way they steal in a small
way. An nriangement was made with
the man who sold goods. I’ll give
you one instance in particular: There
was a contract with a merchant to
sell goods and pay 12 per cent. He had to
pay it into the hands of a particularperson to be divided. The chairman of the
more or less complete enumerationof committee through which most of his bills
all tho stammerers, the lame aud the
went called on him and made him pay
halt, tho hump-backed, the over-corpu- three per cent, additional for his influlent, the defective of sight, the buyers ence. So the merchant paid in fifteen
of such aud such curiosities. Well, per cent, regularly. About ouce a month
the Commissionerwould drive up to his
these lists are in existence, compiled by
place of business, but wouldn’tcome in,
men who have made it their special and he would go out and hand him the
business. I have a friend who lias the percentage in an envelope. That is the
misfortune to be bald Twice or three way 'that was done. Most of the
times a year, as regularly as clockwork, business was done through one of the
he is sure to receive the prospectus of appointees who was made the collector for
some pomatum that professes to restore the gang, and as much as $11,000 in one
sum has been paid at one time for one conthe ambrossial locks of his youth, so
tract. They required the sum paid down.
much regretted He probably took off
The contract had been awarded, and the
bis hat one day in a cafe when in juxtaregular meeting passed without action.
position to one of these amateur statis4 What U the matter?’ 4 Well, have you got
ticians. From that moment he was a the money?’ or a question of that kind.
marked man. After all, tho clew was ‘No, we cannot get it until such a day.
not difficult to obtain. But what shall Then you can have it.’ ‘All right.’ He
we say for lists of ladies not too plenti- had it the day promised, handed the
fully endowed with the charm which money over, a special meeting was
staymakers assert they replace by art held, and the contract was approved
at once and signed. That was one
for all purposes but tho natural one?
way of doing business. Then there
How did the amateur detectiveget his was another. One year $1,000 would be
material for these? It is a mystery, charged for a cei tain thing, the next year
and these lists exist, for I have seen $1,100, and the next $2,100. The year the
them, together with others of ladies highest commissionwas paid was the best
and gentlemen whose teeth departed year for business the man ever had. In
too soon. Every one of these lists is another case the commissions,as a rule,
worth about 103 francs to tho manager were figured at 10 per cent. In one instance ihe commissions were not paid in
of an advertising office, and he willingly
money; that is, the parties swore they never
gives it— Paris correspondenceLonpaid a dollar. But one of the gang would
don Globe.
want a sealskin sack. The merchants
didn’t deal in them, but had connections
Salt for Stock.
through which they could get one, aud the
Salt is not only the savor of tho earth,
firm kept a fictitious account to which
says a Baltimore paper, bnt of the flesh
such articles were charged, aud the cost
and every known organism. It is a amounted to 10 per cent., which was added
constantconstituent of the blood, keep- to the price of the goods sold to the couning it limpid and healthful, and is ty. The transactionswere not confined to
more universallydistributedover the one branch of business. One house had
globe and throughout all organized sold some goods to the county. They were
nature than perhaps any other com- told, ‘You can sell a great many goods to
county, bnt in order to do so you will
pound It is also one of the njost the
have to pay 10 per cent.’ One member of
staple compounds. The waters of the
the firm, knowing one of the Commissiondeep are charged with it, and traces of ers, felt it was an outrage. He went to
it may be found in tho very air we
that Commissioner,a prominentone, conbreathe. By inference, then, we may fident that the propositionwonld aiouse his
conclude that salt is an essential (the Commissioner’s ) ire in an instant. He
constituentof all things, especiallyof told him, and the Commissioner said: ‘I
think you folks had better pay the comall things organized The instinct’sof
mission. The thing ia just here. You sell
all animals concur in this— wild animals
the county at your prices, charge 10 per
going long distancesto prove it. In
cent additional,and pay this commission
countnes where it is not accessible, men over, and then the county will be better
are willing to pay any price for it Nor
served, have better goods at less prices
is the relish for it an acquired one, but
than it is buying or can buy them from
an instinctive craving to satisfy the deothers.’ He went back and told his partmands for the animal system. Animals ners, and said: ‘We won’t do anything of
deprived of salt do not thrive, nor the kind. We will pay no commissions to
wear as sleek coats as those having a anybody. There are enr goods, and if they
full supply. If placed where they want to buy them at our prices we will sell
them, bnt we will not pay a penny commishave constant access to it no animal sion.’ That was the strongest case that
will eat too much of it, but if fed irregucame before the jury.
larly and at long intervalsthere is great
“The way in which the swindling was
danger of their taking more than enough done was perfectlywonderful. There were
for the good of the system. Great care increased prices, short weight, short count,
should be taken in the manner of feed- and short count way up into large figures.
ing it that an overdose lie nfot adminis-. We didn’t get at the bottom of that artesian
tered. In order to avoid this, tho best well. It is only 300 or 400 feet deep, but a
many hundreds more were paid for.
way is to allow tho stock free access to good
That was short measure with a vengeance.
it all times, and thb best form in which
A certain amount of money was to be paid
to accomplish the object is in the shape on all contracts. It would be handed to a
of rock salt, that the animals may lick
person indicated.That person wonld hand
it at will, not overlookingthe necessity
it over, or be present at a meeting where
of placing the same under shelter and the divvy was made. At one time a Commissioner made the collections! but the
out. of the way of tho rain. As stock of
others became suspicious that he didn’t
all kinds are now upon grass it is the
more necessary that the attention of divvy fairly. Men swore that they were
told they must not pay that Commissioner
farmers should be called to the subject, any more money, but pay it to So-and-so,
and not by salting irregularly allow the aud they did, and they never bad tronble.”
stock to so gorge themselvesos freOne of the neatest of the many swinquently to bring on severe cases of dles exposed by the Grand Jury was the arpurging, and thus endanger the health tesian well at the Infirmary.By the terms
of the contractwith W. H. Gray, the price
of the animals.
was to be: For the first 800 feet, $2.50 per
The Logical Fand tv.
fool; next 400 feet, $3; next 300 feet, $3.50;
A little Virginia darky named Cyrus next 100 feet, $4; next 100 feet, $4.50; next
had an older brother Cassius, who had 200 feet, $5; next 200 feet, $6; next 200
feet, $7; next 100 feet, $8. Under the con«
spent a winter in Washington in swell
tract the drilling was to stop when a good
society, and when he returned home he
flow of water was found, and the maximum
set himself ii|> as a teacher to his less
depth of the well was placed at 2,450 feet.
cultured family. One day at the table
Experts sent out by the Grand Jury to
Cyrus said to him
measure the depth of the well broke the
“Gimme some 108808, Cash.”
trap that hod been fixed 300 feet below the
“You musn’t say lasses Cy," cor- surface,and found the actual depth of the
rected Cassius ; “you must say mo-las* well to be 1,557 feet. At that depth a lib-

Philip is too provoked to reply. Miss
Holme either takes his words too literally,
or twists them into something he does not
mean; she seems determinednot to understand, and he rows back ulmo'-t in silence.
“I am going to town to-morrow,” he says
to his hostess, Mrs. Dean; “a party of my
reads»
friendswrite me from a little place called
“Dkaii Miss Holmk— Perhaps it is not wise for
Nauseau, in Italy, to join them there and
me writ • you this letter. But what does it
goto Lake Como.”
matter? Why should 1 try to conceal that
“We shall miss yon." Mrs. Dean replies. which you already know? I love you. I learned
He gltnces across to Miss Holme; she is the lesson in those beautifuldays I spent in
spreading jelly on bread for a young Dean, your society at btony Point, and the lesson is
one I shall never forget I have tried hard to
and for aught he can tell has not heard n forget you, for you never gave me the least enword. Without doubt this country school- couragement ; but, my darllhg, if you will let
teacher.with her high-bred face, her me try to win your love, w’fththe hope that some
#
diamond watch, and her supreme indiffer- day I may be successful. T shall be perfectly
happy, for life holds for mo no greaterblessing
“Ugh!” grunted Cyrus; “how’s I
ence to Mr. Garrick, is a new sensation to than the hope of some time making you my wife.
that gentleman.
May I come to you? If I see you sometimes I gwine to say mo’ lasses when I hain’t
Later in the evening they are sitting wilt be patient and wait until you are willing to had none yell"— Washington Critic,
with others in the parlor. Miss Holme, hear all that I would say, I shall count the
hours until your answer reaches me, and, my
Simplicity of manner is the last atrising, says, “Good night, Mr. Garrick; as
love, if you can truthfully give me a little word
tainment. Men are very long afraid of
you go early in the morning,I shall not of hope, will you not do so?
nee you again.”
“Philip Garrick.*
being natural from the dread of being
There were people looking on; he had
Orna shed happy tears over this letter; taken for ordinary.—Je/rey.

7; N. Bnrsaloux, 3;

:

ses.”

career have just been brought to the surface
by virtue of an effort by his attorneys to
have an indictmentfor forgery against

him quashed in a New York court. This
indictment has been pending against him
since 1854, thirty-three long years. The
amount obtained by the forgery was $18,(KiO, the Chemical Bank being' the victim.
In 1857 he was a partner in one of the
largest pork-packing establishmentsin
Cincinnati. The record shows that in that
year he was accused of being an accomplice
in the burning of the steamer Martha

Wash-

ington on the MississippiRiver, by which
some thirty passengers lost their lives. He
was tried at Cincinnatiin the United States
Court, before Judge McLean, on an indictment for attemptingto swindle insurance companies. Tho investigation was
very exhaustive, and he was acquit! 6 d.
Subsequently the judicial authorities of
Helena, Ar*., near which place the conflagration occurred, obtained the custody of
his body, and tried him for murder. He
was again acquitted.
About this time Kissane went to California aud assumed the name of William K.
Rogers. His first venture in that State was
the keeping of a store in Sacramento.
Probablyhe made a little money at that,
for afterward he engaged in mining at
Gold Hill, Nev., with a partner,and together they achieved a great success. In a
few years Kissane had amassed between
$200,000 and $300,000. Twenty years ago
he married a beautiful young lady, who
was twenty years his junior. They have

now

either

seven or eight children.The

wife ie about forty-five years old. She is
amiable and beneticientof disposition,and
is much loved by all who know her. Kissane bears his sixty- five years well, and is
regarded by nearly all his neighbors as a
man of the very highest character.He
lives in Sonoma Connty, not fur from San
Francisco.

A Cleveland paper prints an interesting
chapter in the historyof Kissane. It relates the circumstancesof the burning of the Martha Washington,and
tho efforts of Sidney C. Burton to run
down and punis.'i the gang in which he
spent $6tM>00 and traveled 150,000 miles.
It says that Mr-. Frances H. Bowman,
now living in Cleveland, a daughter of Mr.
Barton, has documentaryevidence relating
to the case, which includes a book written
by Mr. Burton. It then says:
“Few persons arc aware that emissaries
of Kissane were instrumentalin causing
Mr. Burton’s death. In the 'summer

of 1855 he visited New York, and,
as had been the case throughout
his travels in the United States
aud Canada, his every movement was
watched by Kissane’s agents. Early in the
fall he became the victim of a mysterious
illness and returned to his home here. He
lingered a few months but never recovered,
dying on Dec. 11, 1855. The fact was establishedat the time that Kissane’s friends
had succeeded in smugglinga subtle poison
into his food and his death resulted,despite the effortsof the best physicians to
qpve him. Mr. Burton wrote during his
travels a book giving a detailedaccount of
the case, but it was never put in print. It
was entitled ‘The Drama of Crime; or
Tragedies in Real Life.’ According to the
preface the look contains, among other
thinga, a complete confessionby William
Kissane.”
Colonel C. W. Donbleday,of Cleveland,
who was one of FilibusterWalker's adjutants in Nicaragua, said that be knew Kjbsane when the latter was acting as commissary of the expedition.
KlHHHn«'ftExplanation.
(New York telegram.]
Kissane’s explanation of the New York
forgeries is that he had made a large venture in sending goods to New York in the
Martha Washington,and it was one which,
if the steamer had gone through all riuht,
would have made him rich. He insured
the cargo and raised the money on the forg-

ed notes. He intended to have made
them good, and wonld hare done so but
for the

burning of the steamer. That

is

Kissane'i explanation.It does not excuse
the act, but he was only 20 years old. He
was rash, and ranMhe risk. After telling
of Kissane’s experiences in Nicaragua after
his dischargefrom prison, Mr. Hart,
Kissane’a counsel, said: “In 1857 Kissane
turned np in San Francisco under an assumed name. He ultimately took a ranch
some three miles from Sonoma, Sonoma
County, and went to raising grapes and

manufacturing wine.

He

married an

excellent woman, whom friends of mine
know well. He led a perfectly straightforward life there, and bia cred t is suck
that Senator Hearst would, I believe, loan
Rogers $500,00(1; so would half a dozen
other San Franciscomen. Kissane has a
brother in San Franciscounder another
name. He ie older tbon William,an immense, ungainly,peculiar man, some 70
year* old, who never speaks to anybody or
has anything to do with anybody. He it
known as Kissane's brother.”

George Growing. Groat.
“I saw an article in the paper ycaterday,”

remarked Mra. Gabble to Mrs. Vain,

fter

next-door neighbor, “statingthat nearly all
was stopped, but billfiwere put in the County great men were bald.”
“Yei; it is a shame, too. Now, my poor
Board lor a depth of 2,450 ieet, the maximum depth called for by the contract dear George's hair ii coming out so fast, I
Chairman Klehm once attempted to measure scarcelythink he will have any left soon,”
scored Mrs. Vain.
the well. The weight would go down, but
in trying (o get it back the line formed itself in long loops, and it was impossible to
Phasasius imagines the Pension Budo th
M*-. Wl»hm, ’•n*n.h a reau must be
massive piece of furniture
practical builder, did not find out the cause —there are so many drawers.

eral flow of water was obtained and drilling

-

The Bnssian Fnr Trade.

“Throw

During winter, says the London

When

Physic to the

Dogs”

the old-fashionedblue mass, blue
Times, the peasants of the northern P“f Bort. and insist on using Dr. Pieroe’s
provinces of Russia are transformed Pleaaaut Purgative Pellets,” a modern medical luxury, being small, sugar-coated graninto hunters, and supply the two capiules, containingthe active principlesor certals with enormous quantities of feath- tain roots and Herbs, and which will be found
ered and fur game, captured chiefly by to contain as much cathartic power.** any of
means of nets and snares. Simultane- the old-fashioned, larger pills, withoutthe latter s violent, drastic effects. llie pellets opously with this supply of food, St. Pe- erate thoroughly but harmlessly,establishing
tersburg and Moscow receive the furs a permanently healthy action of tho stomach
' of Siberia, furnished by the squirrel and bowels, and as an anti-bilioas remedy are
uuoqualed.
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‘‘People needn’t sneer at me bocouse I
an old maid,” said Miss Gildersleeve,
snappishly.“I may be an old maid, but if
I aw I’m one from choice.” “Yes,” said
Mr. Casgignole, sympathetically, “so I've
always understood. Choice was quite
unanimous,wasn’t it?”
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RISC'S CURE

Catarrh

R

Uvilla, W.

Va.,

IMPORTER AMD MSRDRR Of

)

0nhj in b"ICS-

the Gostinnof-Dvor ; they are there cut,
A skillful horsewoman is always able
cleansed,and divided into five catego- (o hold her roan.
ries, each according to quality. A multitude of women are employed in sow“The Proof of tho Pudding.”
ing the small pieces together. For a
In these days of “great cry and littlo
pelisse of zibeline, from forty to eighty wool” it behooves readers to be careful
of the little animals are trenerally re- to whom they send their money. A
quired, but a pelisse composed only of great many swindles are advertised

paws takes four hundred pieces to
make it. The price of a garment of
this precious fur varies between 300
and 7,000 rubles— i. e., between £'30
and £700. Large quantitiesof fur
pass through St. Petersburg on the
way to foreign marts, especially to the
tlie

(some of them newspapers,we are
one can not be

sorry to say), so that

sure the representationsfound in print
are reliable. The Chicago Ledger
offers to send a sample copy to anv
person sending name and address for
that purpose, so that no one need buy
fair at Leipsic.
" a pig in a poke ” in subscribing to
that excellent family storv paper. Send
Poll! teal IVinpentuce I’artieit.
to the Lidger, 271 Franklin street,
It would ba tho moat remarkable thing in
Chicago, get a sample, and see if it is
tho history of tho wond if the littlo harmlesa
not
tho publicationyou want.
Aioxio Nerve food plant should substitute the
use of stimulants, uud take the wind out of
Mensman’rPeptonized Beef Tonic, the only
tho sails of the politicaltemperance parties.
Ihero is the best of authority for tho state- preparationof beef containingit< entire nu-

ment that tho drinkeris bettor satisfiedwith
it, and tho liquor dealer has to keep it or loso
his custom. It is a powerful factor that they
can make just ns much money on it, and pay
no license. Also, tho women and elmrenea

hack
fialo is

utmost. All the dealers say its
enormous. Tho company putting u on

it -tft tho

the market offor the chemists $5,UD0 if they
can liud anything in it more deleterious than
common bitter root and wintergreen.
thank God it can do so well withoutharm.
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UHml* KALB, ILL.
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Concluded what
was good for man would
be good for the horse.
>

So I got a bottle of Piso’s
Cure and gave him half
of it through the nostrils.
This helped him, and I

&

continued giving same
doses night and morning
until I had used two

hay-fever
BALM

bottles.

ELY’S CREAM

become

not a liquid, snuff or powder. Applied
into nostrils is quickly absorbed.lt cleanses
the head. Allays Inflammation.Heals the
sores. Restores the senses of taste and smell

The

<

horse has

perfectly sound.

la

60 cents at

M

PERCHERON HORSES.

I tried to think
of something to relieve

him.

I can

recommend Piso’s

Cure

for the horse as

well as for

Druggistt; by mail, registred,60 cents.

ELY BROTHERS, Druggists, Onego,

N.

}

man.

Chicago.This mammoth

x

smay
ippetlta, Iii'ligrwfipn.Lnck of

S. J. Stridek.

solum

N. Y.

clM and nsrrs* rveelr* now
foroo. Kali vans the mind
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probably Dr.
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Kish’sRomedy fbr Catarrh is tba
KmUM to Use, and ChoapeaL

|||

The OLDEST MEDICINE in tho WORLD is

D

Best.

CATARRH

Uelebrated Eye Wateli
This article is a carefully prepared physician’sprescription, and has bron In constantuse for nearly a
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Ifyoa want relief
and cure at your
home, send fop

I

aiMl

No. 16-87

Sherman’s
InAtructtons.3M Broadway, New Yorfa
MENTION THIS PAPER wan wain*, ru idtiitmiu.
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Dr.

J.

A.

truion* properties. It contains blood-making,
force-generating, and life.- sustainingproperties; invaluable for indigestion, dyspepsia,
nervous prostration, and all forms of general
debility; also in all enfeebled conditions,
whether tho work of exhaustion, nervous prostration,overwork, or acute disease, particularly if resulting from pulmonary complaints.
Caswell, Hazard A Co., proprietors, Now York.
.Sold by druggists.

“I'CLCIVi.”
This laconic dispatch was sent by Napier when he had compelled the city
of Scinde to capitulate, and it is
acknowledged as the most laconic of
any of like nature. The little incident
that is connected with this, measure is
worthy of remark. It is as follows:
When Napier was in India and on his
conquering tour in that subjectedcountry, he was ordered not to take the city
of Scinde, and he, overruling the orders of his superiors, disobeyed them
and took tho city, and in sending word
to Parliament of his action, wrote the
above, and it was quite a puzzle to the
learned peers of England to ascertain
the meaning of the all important message, which is this: “Napier in disobeying his instructions had sinned
against his superiors, and in taking tho
city of Scinde he had Scinde." Thus
the meaning of this, the most laconic
dispatch on record.

Town and Hamlet

In

The seeds of intermittent and bilious remittent

Sito£t£m

it, and

in their suburbs stagnant pools in sunken lots
is at once a remedy and a means
prevention.Its name is Hostetter’s Stomach
Bitters, which is, without peradventnro,the
most potent antidote in existence to the malarial
virus. Fortifiedwith this incomparable,saving
specific, miasmatic influences may bo encountered with absolute impunity. Disorders of the
stomach,liver and bowels, begotten by miasmatainted water, or any other cause, succumb to
the beneficent correctivenamed, and rheumatic,
kidney and bladder troubles are surely remov«ble by its use when it is given a persistenttrial.

toroed it Thero
of

Her Sober Second Thought.
Terrific dude— Aw-ah-Mias Mehgawet, do you-ah-believe in the absurd
theowy-ah-that man descended fwom a
monkey, don’t you know?

Thrown Away.

out relief.She took Dr. Pierce’sFavorite
Prescription and It did her more irnod thnn

Earthly Boor.

finable

boon of health

whkf

ntaneoui
has boon

Mrs. Sophia F.
writes! "I took cloven bottles of vour^W
orite Prescription ’ and one bottlo of your
‘Pellets.’ I am doing my work, and have been
for some time. I have bad to employ help for
about sixteen years before I commenced takI ing your medicine. I have had to wear a

fSeucfe

great sufferer
rhea, bearing-down pains, and pain continuidly across my back. Three bottles of your
FavoritePrescription’ restored me to perfect health. I treated with Dr.
. for

worked wonders In my

-

ease,

gain Bhe writes : “HaTinff token tovoral
the
1

At th a seaoon nearly every one needs a good
mMidno to purify, vital Ize, and enrichthe blood,
and Hood's Sirssparillaishe best for this purpose. It is peculiar In that it strengthens and
builds up the system and creates an appetite,
while it eradicstesMiseose.Be sure to get Hood’*
Sarsaparilla.Do not take any other.
Hood’s Sarsaparillasold by druggists. $1 ; six
for |5. Prepared by C. I. Hood k Co., Lowell.Mas*.

fOO
AT

(

I1VF1

an teed.

Doses One Dollar
V

^TAUK FAST in Gogebic stocks
A. and new town lots. SecurityguarMap*, etc, H. F. KIltK&Co., Milwaukee.Wi«.

PATEMTSmrlSs

as to TTstentabthty

FRLE. SW17

yearn'

.W
lb.
KJI®’

TANSILL &

U/RITING PAPER, ENVELOPES,

PLAYING CAROS.

EBSTER’S
MMiti Mmair.

him a^^spesk B ^0ntleman~8o right up to
118,000

Men Are Mot Bad,

Wordl^Ilw^njnlvings,a

they

MmIsoS
si

swry

nrtMs.

WSBASIBS
BOOH
ALL IN ONE

Contains 9000 more Words and nearly 2000 more
Illustrations than any other American Dictionary.
C.

A C.

woulddo meno gooTl

for

Tn

and fating a dampoUn.

.feT® .roorived over four hundred letters.
reply, I have described my case and the treatment used.

r 411(1

pUlnl7

^

i

SaWSSSs
*

^httStS°idre!Slyl’,

OnaS/lMj^^

.me some of your

Discovery’ and

Favorite PreBcription,’and I hav?1
a sound woman tor
r*. I tbep gave the balance of t _________

tan

troubled u the same war, and she cured ]
time. I have not bad to take any w^direnf
3 now for almoit
four yean.’

<lown thoreiD. *ad were

THE OUTGROWTH OF A VAST EZPER
JHjt treatmentof many thousandsof

case*

cure* nausea, weakneas of stomach, indigestion, bloating and eructations of gas.

In;
isa
Am a soothing and strengthening weakness of stomach and othsr
nervine, “ Aisv
Favorite
wi mPrescription”.
brew a
— la un— —
equalled and is Invaluablein allaying and
subduing nervous excitability.Irritability,
exhaustion, prostration,hysteria, ~
and other
distressing, nervous symptoms
er distreesJng,
common*dy attendant
- • upon functional
g
and
organic disease of the womb. It Induces
induces
^monio^RSawod from patients and refreshingsleep and rehevea mental ao*>
from physicians who have tested It in tho ietr and despondency.
and
Br. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription
la a legitimate medicine,carefully
imupuj VJVT ueviaea lor compoundedby an experiencedand skillful
to^reue^^^cureof suffering women. It physician, and adapted to woman’s delicate removes Mood taints, and abolishes
organintlon. It h purely vegetablein its ceroui and scrofulous humors from the
of those chronic weaknenos and distressing
aUmento nepi^ar to females, at the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute,Buffalo, N.Yhu afforded a vast experience In nloely
adapting and tboroughljrtestlngromedioa
for thecure of woman’s peculiar malailies.
Dr. Ptoreete Favorite Presort ptl on

s

~

-

-

SS

composition and

87^ntvoritoProscription” jg the only
As a powerful. Invigorating tonic,
medicine for women sold, by druggiste
^enffth to the whole arstem, Mys curs for ^mort ^^plfautod and
and to the uterus,or womb and Its ap! obstinatecases of leucorrhea, or “whites,”

^orn-ouV

Isfsluhls
Is *»*r»

B Fsvorite Preacrlptlonand

the ‘Modloal Adviser, ’ and had applied tho
00.,

Chicago.

Medio*‘

^°®

of three pby-

rlD*t^®en(1 particulars M woww V*

Addreoa

W

Pr*

skill

onurienos.

Your rigar coaea are Just the
thing, and pennlt me to aay you
are the ‘boes* advertiser.Continue to ship 90/ 00 Tansill’s
Punch* on tne 1st and 15th of
each month. They are the beat
goods for the money on this
coast. G. B. Cobwih k Co.,
San Francisco,CaL

B. W.

A Harrelona Care.- Mrs. G."F, Snuoim.
MHK writes: “1 was troubEdSiS
female weakness, leucorrhea and telling of tbs
of Cyfal

Having exhausted the

OPIUM

--

Ir a cough disturbs your sleep, take Plso’l
Coro for Consumption an J rest well.

JoHif B. Sioar, of Mmehbeck, Va* writes:
My wife had been suffering for two or throe
years with female weakness, and had paid
out one hundred dollars to physicianswith-

wrltos^I was a

Misa Margaret (surveying him critically)— Well, Mr. De Sqnib, sometimes
I think I do and then again I feel that
menu in qualityand price.
I have no right to be so cruel to the $1.00 Six Sample Packs PityingCards, Assorted $1.00
poor monkeys.— ft ashin^fon Critic.
PRICE A L0NGLEY, Chicago, III.
MKHTION THU ram warn nmm m
------

All

8100

Ire Greatest

fever germinateand bear evil fruit No corn-

wards of largo cities bad sewage causes

801150 0f graUtude for 1116

dans during the three years They'hod Keen1 practicing uponPhw.”

anunlty has altogether escaped it In populous

MUtUAM

A CO., Pub’rs,Springfield,
Mom.

at

CURES WHERE ALL ELSE FAhtT

buy

amount to 500,OOu rubles every winter. All these
furs are depositedin a rough state at

Ih# tdvsftitingAgencyof

filo

B0CK- Crlsfleld.Maryland.

Nov. 17, 1886. f
Recently I bought a
young -horse. Ho was
taken very ill with Pneu-

at a fair for the capital

advsrtWnctpoca whan In Chicago, will find H on
45 10 49 Randolph St,

Druggists ofthe highest repute. Benson’s ilaetera
promptly relieve sni cure where othsr plMtors and
greasy sgvts. liniments and lotions, are absolutely
useless.Beware of imitationsnndersimdar sounding
names, such a< ‘Capsicum,* ‘Capucin,' *Cap(ilcine.
os they are utterl jr worthless and Intended to deceive.

^ r-lTTLS Are is quickly trodden out
Which, being Buffered, rivers cannot quench.
Procrastination may rob you of time, bnt by
increased diligence you cau make up the loss;
but if it rob you of life the loss is irremediable. If your health is delicate,your appetite
fickle, your sleep broken,your mind depressed,
your whole being out of sorts, depend on it
yon are seriously disewod. In all such oases
the chase. They build huts at a suitaDr. Pierce’s “Golden Medical Discovery” will
ble spot, in which they live, but hardly speedily effect a genuine, radical cure— make
breathe, so closely are they packed, a now man of you, and save you from the
and the whole forms a sort of camp. tortures of lingering disease.

koulaks, or village speculators,
A scientistsays that ducks are large
very low prices the product of
eaters.This fellow must keep an ice-cream
the hunt and convey it to the fair of saloon. — Yonkers Statesman.
Irbit, which opens on the 1st of FebruSnug Littlo Fortunes
ary, and whither the great fur merchants of the empire send their agents. May l)o had by all who are sufficientlyintelliThe squirrel skins are sold there for gent and enterprisingto ombraco the opporniMilios which occasionally are offered tiium.
15 copecs each, and from three to six Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine, have somemillions of them change hands at every tliing new to offor in tue lino of work which
fair. The zibeline fur is sold in groups yon can do for thorn, and live at hom • wherof 40 skins. In 1885 there were exhib- ever you arc locat.-d. Profits immense, and
every worker is sure of over 95 a day ; several
ited for sale at Irbit 150 groups at the have made over 95 J in a single day. ' All ac-os:
rate of 200 rubles a group. The quan- both sexes. Capital not required; vou are
tity of other furs was still more con- etartedfree; all particulars irao. You had
hotter write to them at onoo.
siderable — 200,000 fox, a like number
of hare, and 1,500 bear skins, etc. The
If Adam had taken his home paper,
cost of the transportfrom Irbit to St.
the devil would never have got the best of
Petersburg is high, and varies from 4 him.
to 12 rubles the pood. The purchases

siamlne

to

pspw.ofobtain sttimats*

on

Gent. Profit

Howto make it. Sent Free,

then,w*« wish

o

this

MENTION THIS PAPER «*» warns* to amsstmiu.

The

Zvrians,a wild people dwelling
along the banks of the Petchora, are
peculiarly expert in capturing these
little animals. In certain years they
appear in such vast quantities that the
village roofs throughout Viatka are
seen to swarm with them, and even in
ordinary years the single district of
Slobodsk sends to market 300,000 skins.
At the first appearance of snow the
Zyrian hunters repair to the deepest
recesses of the Petchora forests.They
are grouped in companies and equii>
ped in a strange costume handed down
from generationsand well adapted to

application.

lENTION 11HS PAPER wmm

Highest Awards of Medals in Europs and America.

ADVERTISERS

on easy terms in every port of Tennessee. Cats-

me on

excessiveflowing at monthly periods, pain£?bil?tet^dtSSfc ful tmenstriiation, unnatural supprcooiona, tSSto.
or telling of tbs womb, weak on the bottle-wrapper,and .....
ried out for many yean. I
joo^doses) $UM( or
nSrcSSwf! » n
DrjiiimmuiHuunana u
of the wombs Inflammation,pain
. and tenfar” Send ten cents fa 1
appetizing oordlal and nwtoraiivotonic.
demess In ovaries, accompanied 3with “in- Pieroe’s large, Illustrated
promotes digestion and assimilation
of food, terna!
"
WBUUUM.VUUA1UUU,
venuu
pagea) on Dfieassa of

rTPfT,,

<£%
U

Addrea,

aU

oeox."

WOBLD’fl DI8PENSABT KEDIOAL AMOCIATIOIV, No. 068 BUln

Women —

Street, BUFFALO,

'

Church Itema with the
First

FLIEMAN

Service* for

To-morrow.

'

Reformed Church—

J.

Services at

aod 2 p. m. Sunday School
8 :80. Weekly prayer meetlnf with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday at
9:80 a. ra.

Mannfacturcsand

sells

the

BEST WAGONS

7:80.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:30 a. m. and 7:80 p. m. Sunday school
m. Young People’s meeting at 0:80.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, Pastor.

at 12

AND

Subjects: Morning, “The heavenly
mansion,” Evening, “Victory over
death.” Congregationalsinging. Openanthems by the choir. Weekly praise and
prayer meeting Thursday at 7:30 p. m.
All are welcome.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9 :80 a. m. and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45 p. in.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :80.
In the morning there will be preaching
by Mr. S. Hogeboom, and lu the afternoon by Mr. G. H. Hospers, theological

I

Express Wagons,
“Oastmrl* is so well adaptedto children that
[ recommend it aa superior to any proscription
known to me." n. . Akcrek, JL D.,

CatterU cores

Colie,Constipation,
Boor Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes di-

To which I invitothe attention of all who desire
.!gbt and durable wagons.

WuE^tojqriooa medtoattoo.

Bo. Oxford BL, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ill

Ths CucrxuB

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2KK) p. m. Sunday School at 8:45. Wednesday evening
explanation of the Bible.

'

D

Methodist EpiscopalChurch-Rev. H.
Jordan, Pastor. Servicesat 10:30 a. m.
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meetingat close of morning service,

and

at 7 p.

at 7:80

p.

evening at

m.
m.
7

:30

Teachers meeting Friday
Prayer-meetingThursday
p.m. All the seats are free.

Quarterly meeting to-morrow. Love
feast fat 9:80 a m., preaching at 10:30,
followed by the Sacrament of the Lord’s

Indigestion.
Many persons lose appetite and strength,
become emaciated,suffer, and die, because
of defective nutrition, who might have
been restored to health by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. This medicine acts upon the
digestiveorgans, through the blood, and
has effected many wonderful cures.
For years I suffered from Loss of Appetite and Indigestion,and failed to find
relief, until I began taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.Three notties of this medicine

Supper. Subjects:Morning, “The
responsibilityof the Christianminister.”

Evening, “Emancipation and union.”
Grace Episcopal Church— Rev. George
Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every
alternateSunday, 1st, 3rd and 5th. Morning Service at 10.30; Evening Service at
7.30; Sunday School at 12
Holy
Communion at 10.30 a. m., and Children’s
Service at 3.15 p. ra. on the first Sunday
S.

m.

of each

month.

All are invited to attend.

desire also to call the attention of all owners of
vicinity to the fact that I have
proenred the assistance of one of the best horsesboers in the west and am now able to do the
finest possible work In that line, both with steel
or Iron shoe* eitherof hand or machine make. I
believe that all should patronize home trade when
they can be as well served, and I would ask that
all give mo a good trial before taking their work
elsewhere.
I

fastborsesinthis

CotcPANT, 18* Fulton Street, N. Y.

E3CT

3V

BILLY'S

at

-

!

!
I also

my

appetite and digestionare
now perfect. — Fred G. Bower, 496
Seventh st., South Boston, Mass.
I have, for years, sufferedacutely from
Dyspepsia, scarcely taking a meal, until

within the past few months, without enduring the most distressing pains of
Indigestion. My stomach sometimes rejected all food. I became greatly reduced
in strength,and very despondent.Satisfied, at last, that my trouble was of a
scrofulousnature, I began taking Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, and believeit has saved my
life. My appetiteand digestionare now
good, and my health is perfect.— Oliver
T. Adams, Spencer, Ohio.

A Good Clean Shaye.
A Scientific Hairont or
InvigoratingShampoo

'

Cronp, Whooping Cough and Bronchitisimmediately relievedby Shiloh's Core.

A Captain's Fortunate Discovery.
Capt. Coleman, schooner Weymouth,
plying between Atlantic City aud N. Y.,
had been troubled with a cough so that
he was unable to sleep, aud was induced
to try Dr. King’s New Discoveryfor consumption.It

•

not only

gave him

instant

and have them constantly on band.

Highest price paid for all
kinds of Fnrs.
J.

No shop worn

or dirty Jewelry, but good
clean goods at honest prices, at the
old reliable store of

Holland Mich.. March 19

trary chimney work
perfectly.

1885.

Havana Filled

THE FINEST

Boots and Shoos
AT

General Hardware Merchants.

-

Price 5 Cents.

Ladies Attention

!

extreme soreness in
his breast. His children were similarly
affected and a single dose had the same
happy effect. Dr. King’s New Discovery Silmire, flitiinit, aai Fait? Soak
is now the standard remedy in the Coleman householdand on board the schooner.
Gold and Silver Watches at TreaFree trial bottlesof this standard remedy
sonable Prices,
at Yates & Kane, Holland, and A. De
Kruif. Zeeland.

DIAMONDS,

Heal [state.
An agency has been

Honest Goods

-

AT

-

Holland for the sale
Ottawa aud
Allegan Counties, and now
of real estate in

Honest’ Prices.

New Firm

BEST $3.00 SHOE
In the city,

offers for sale

CITY PROPERTY.
We have ’a number of de-

New Goods!

always on hand.

New
BROS.’

Prices

!

SHOE

Having opened the store of E. F. Metz

&

Repairing promptly and

Holland and vicinitywith

latest styles

all

LOTS,

Business and resident, in

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.
1886.

H. Uitklmk,
Proprietor of Ninth Street)

have in our employ^a

first-class

trimmer and will diipose'olour goods

required down, wnere property is to be improved.

at

moderate prices.

FARM LANDS.

WERKMAN’S MILLINERY STORE.
17,

1887.

We

have 3,000 acres of farm

Notice to Teachers.

land for sale in Ottawa ‘ and
Allegan Counties. This in*

The Ottawa County Board of School Examiners
will meet at the following named tinea and places
during the spring of 1887 for the purposeof exam-

eludes a large number of improved farms, timbered and

Friday, March 11, at HudaonviUe,
Friday, April 29, at Ooopersville,

t

all

parts of the City of Holland.
In many cases no payment is

Millinery Goods.
_We

J.

YACANT

the

and novelties in

neatly done.

Holland, Mich., Oct. 20,

Holland on our list, with
prices from $350 to $1,500.

Co., we are uow;preparedto furnish the

ladies of

46,

sirable residences in the City
of

for Ladies. Call and see them.

NO.

:

!

I have the Celebrated

GRAY

estab-

lished in

Inlng applicant* for teachera’certificates: _____

relief, bat allayed the

KANTERS & SONS.

R.

STABLE,

Jewelry, Watches,

make the most con-

to

LATEST NEWS

FIEST-CUSS TOILET WATER FOR SALE
W. BAUMGARTEL,

-

In

We guarantee them

fashion.

Otto Breyman
dealer

FLIEMAN.

SIMIOiCE

Ladies bair cleaned and dressed in the latest

Holland, Mich., March

-

PiTENT TOPS

Holland, Mich. Jan. 18,1887.

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

CHEAPER THAN EVER.

Shiloh’s Vitilireris what you need for Constipation, loss of Appetite, Dizziness, and all symptoms of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents per bottle. For sale by Tates & Kane.

SMOKY CHIMNEY

manufactnre

any time.

at

ABUSED WIVES,

•

you have a

yon can get a

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

Not Selling Out!

If

try one of these

TONSORIAL PARLORS

Entirely Cured
me, and

Bargain in Music.
This Favorite Album of Songs and
Ballads, containing thirty-two pieces of
choice and popular muaic, full sheet,
music size, with complete words and'
music and piano accompaniment is finely
printed upon heavy paper with a very atPrepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer 8c Co., Lowell, Usss.
Sold by all Druggist*.Price $1 ; six bottles, |5.
tractive cover. The following are the
titles of the songs and ballads contained
in the favorite Album:— As Pd Nothing
Else to do: The Dear Old Songs of Home;
Mother, Watch the Little feel; Oh, you
pretty Blue-eyed Witch; Blue Eyes;
Katy’s Letter; The Passing Bell; I Saw
Esau Kissing Kate; Won’t You tell Me Or maiden ladiee| snflering from any form of
Why, Robin; The Old Garden Gate; female complaint, sick or nervoni headache, liver
Down Below the Waving Lindens; Faded or kidney troubles,can bt restored to perfecthealth
Leaves; All Among the Summer Roses; by Prof. Curtis’“IOZONE TREATMENT,"which
Touch the Harp Gently, My pretty Louise; Is the greatestboom lor women ever discovered^
I reallv don’t think I shall Marry; Dream- It makes no differencewhat yon have taken, or
ing of Home; The old Cottage Clock; who has failed to enre yon, one trial of this TreatAcross the Sea; A Year Ago; Bachelor’s ment will always convince an efUire community.
Hall; Ruth and I; Good Night; One The more desperate the case, the more convincing
Happy Year Ago; Jennie in the Orchard; are its merits. During the next thirty days one $5
The Old Bam Gate; Jack’s Farewell; Treatment will be delivered to any lady in the
Polly ; Whisper in the Twilight. This is United States free who sends both express and
a very fine collectionof real vocal gems, postoffleeaddress, and 50 cents to cover charges,
and gotten up in very handsome style. boxing and delivery. In orderingask for TreatPublished in the usual way and bought at ment "A." Address, Curtis lozone Co.,
a music store, these 32 pieces would cost WietinK Blook, Syracuse,N. Y. 5-4mos.
you $11.20. We bought a job lot of this
music at a grtat mrifice and as the holidays are past, we desire to close out our
stock af ones. Will send you the entire
collectionwell wrapped and postpaid for
But selling Goods
only 40 cents. Send immediately.Address,
THE EMPIRE NEWS CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

2-13t.

have recentlycommenced the manufactnre of

Platform, Combination &

students.

Holland Christian Ref. Cnurch.— Rev.
E. Van Der Vries, Pastor. Services at
9:80 a. ra. 2:00 and 7 p. m.

BUGGIES.

while the regularexaminationwill he hold, as provided by law. on

wood

lands, fruit lands, aud
stock farms. Long time given
on sales of

farm lands, with

Friday, March 2o, at Grand Haven.
low rate of interest. Houses
Examinationfor First and Second Grade Certificates will be held only at the time of the regular will be built for parties
examination.
ing partial
City
For Third Grade Certificates
a standing of 75 per
cent Is required on the following named etudies,
property
sold
on
monthly
payviz: (1) Orthography.(2) Reading. (3) Penmanand keep constantly on hand
ship. (4) Grammar, (5) Geography,(8) Arithmetic,
(7) Theory and Art of Teaching, (8) U, 8. History, ments.
(91 Civil Government, (10) School Law, (II) Physiology and Hygiene, with especialreference to the
For lamo back, side or chest, nse Shiloh’sPorous All the Goods are warranted
effects of alcoholicdrinks, stimulants, and narcoPlaster. Price 25 cents. For sale by Yates & Kane
tics upon the hnman system
to be just as represented.
Shiloh's Congh and Consumption Cure is sold
For Second Grafle Certificatesa standing of 85
Everything indicates a great
Good Horaea and Carrlagea of all kinds and a
by ns on a guarantee.It cures Coueumption.
I am preparedto do repairirgand en- firat-claaa Hearse for fnnerals can be obtained at per cent, la reonired on the above named studies
For sale by Yates & Kane.
with the additionof Natural Philosophy and revival of business during the
graving promptly and in the best manner my place of bnainesa.
Attentionand courteous treatmentcan bo ro- Book-keeping.
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills are suited to
For First Grade Certificatesa standing of 90 per coming year.
Come and examine our stock. No lled upon.
is the time
every age. They are mild and pleasant in trouble to show Goods.
Thankful for past favors I ask a continuance cent is required on the above named studies with
the
addition
of Algebra and English History.
’to buy real estate in and near
Of
J. H. NIBBEL1NK.
action, thorough aud searching in effect,
O. BREYMAN.
Sessions open promptly at 9 a, m. All appliHolland, Mich., January 20, 1887.
and, being sugar coated, are easy to take.
Holland, Mich., Oct. 20, 1886.
cants sre requestedto bs present at opening of Holland, before prices are adthe session,and If not personally acquainted with
These pills never fall to give satisfaction.
at least onoN>f the examinersshould be provided
All persons having
That Hacking Cough can be so quickly cored by
with s certificate of good moral character.
Shiloh ’• Cure We guaranteeit. For sale by
,^y order of the County Board of School Ex- property to sell or exchange
I

have addea to my buslnese that of

makpayments.

UNDERTAKING

1887.

CASKETS, COFFINS, ETC.

.

Now

same.

vanced.

Yates

G.

&Ksne..

Wll! you suffer with Dyspepsia and Liver Complaintt Bhiloh’a Vitallzer is guaranteedto cure
you.

Van

Men

&

Sons

IS

YOUR CHANGE aminers.

ALBERT LAHUI8, Sec’y

advantage
books. For

will find it to their
Have on hand

their Fall

and Winter

Stock of
impurities, your blood
needs cleansing with Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

NOW

Loaded with

Dress Goods,

Sutidu’i Amioi Salve.
The beat salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Balt Rheum, Fever
Sores. Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is Woolen Blankets, Comforters,
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Yates A Kane, Holland, and
LADIES’ S GENTS' UNDERWEAR.
A. De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.

BARGAINS
1

FLANNELS

$1
3 ‘Weelx.s

to place it on our

particulars call on or address

Holland City Real Estate
Exchange,

POLICE GAZETTE

Watches, Jewelry,
Silver

and Plated Ware,

SPECTACLES, ETC.

The
will bemilledd
securely wrapped, to any address In the Unite1
States for three months on receipt of

ONE DOLLAR.
Liberal discount allowed to postmasters, agents
and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
Address all ordera to

J. 0.

POST, Manager,

HOLLAND, -

MICH.

RICHARD K. FOX,
Franklin Square N Y.

Yarns, Hosiery,
When Baby was

sick,

we gave her Csatario,

When

she wee a Child, she eried for Csstoria,

When

she became Hiss, she clang to Cutoria,

When

she had Children, she gave them Caetecia,

Fur Caps,

Flannel Hress Shirts,

It will positively

SMOKE

Improve the Opportunity. “or.

AIT -YOU

—

To examine eur stock and compare prices

This never falls. Sold by Kremere &
Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 6 6mos

weeks longer as these goods

MACKINAW SHOBT

LINE.''

Only Direct Route to Marquette sad the Iron and
Copper Regionsoflhe Upper Peoinauls

must be sold.

IP
Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
ever? kind cured in 80 minatea by Woolford's Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.

“TIE
Thia offer will be open for only a few

uve.”

25.

Trails

mi war

flailr

making

close coDDSctloDS la Uaioi Dcnots

Show Cases and Safe also

The territorytnverMdJs famous for iU

Unexcelled Hunting and Fishing.

for Sale.
Tickets for sale at all points via this ronte
For Maps, Foldsrs. Rates and Information, address
.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

TM

ataUPoliH

HAVANA FILLED

before purchislng elsewhere.

G.

Two

1886.

H.

WYKHUYSEN.

Holland, Mich., March 81,

1887.

9-4t.

Price 5 Gents.

B.VyC ALLEN,
Gen’l Paaa. & Ticket Agt, Marquette, Mich.

